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Preface to ”Selected Papers from the ICEUBI2019 –

International Congress on Engineering – Engineering

for Evolution”

This Energies Special Issue Book “Elected Papers from the ICEUBI2019 – International Congress

on Engineering – Engineering for Evolution” comprises six papers that are the latest advances in

basic and application research in the field of engineering, specifically covering areas of aeronautics,

electrotechnics and mechanics. The accepted papers illustrate the highly innovative and informative

venue for essential and advanced scientific and engineering research in those fields. Magalhães

et al. propose a Reynolds averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) computational method following an

incompressible but a variable density approach by to the study of supercritical nitrogen mixing

layers, in which the performances of several turbulence models are compared in conjunction with

a high accuracy multi-parameter equation of state. In addition, a suitable methodology to describe

transport properties accounting for dense fluid corrections is applied. The results are discussed and

validated against experimental data. Considerations about the applicability of the tested turbulence

models in supercritical simulations are given based on the results and each model’s structural nature.

Camacho et al. present the computational study of the influence of the Reynolds number, frequency,

and amplitude of the oscillatory movement of a NACA0012 airfoil in the aerodynamic performance.

The thrust and power coefficients are obtained, which together are used to calculate the propulsive

efficiency. The simulations were performed using ANSYS Fluent with a RANS approach for Reynolds

numbers between 8500 and 34,000, reduced frequencies between 1 and 5, and Strouhal numbers from

0.1 to 0.4. The aerodynamic parameters and their interaction are explored and discussed. Alves et al.

give a brief overview of aviation performance trends since the past century. Comparison examples

between aircrafts designed in different paradigms are presented. Cruising speed trends and other

performance parameters are discussed, looking at different periods and circumstances. The use of

aircraft propellers as a reborn propulsive device and its role in aviation progress, even for commercial

aviation, is discussed. New playgrounds for propeller innovation like the electric VTOL aircraft

aimed for urban mobility are presented. Faria et al. propose a new method for the simultaneous

determination of the optimal control parameters of proportional resonant controllers and the optimal

design of the output filter of a grid-tied three-phase inverter, based on the grey wolf optimization

(GWO) algorithm. The proposed optimization methodology is validated, by using two output

filter topologies with series and complex passive damping methods. Bento et al. propose a novel

Lagrangian multiplier update adaptative algorithm to automatically adjust the step-size used to

update Lagrange multipliers. This new adaptative step-size update is a crucial stage when employing

Lagrangian relaxation to solve the hydro-thermal coordination problem in a conventional electrical

power generation system. This coordination problem is intrinsically complex, with a large-scale

and constrained in nature; thus, the feasibility of a direct approach is reduced. Hence, Lagrangian

relaxation, a decomposition method, is a consolidated choice to “simplify” the problem by deriving

and solving the associated dual problem. A results comparison is made against two traditionally

employed step-size update heuristics, using two real hydrothermal scenarios derived from the

Portuguese power system. Santos et al., knowing the unique and growing importance of water,

propose a new index, total water impact (TWI), which allows a holistic comparison of the impact of

water use on water, air and evaporative condensation climate systems. Energy demand growing for

ix



air conditioning comes from a combination of rising temperatures, rising population and economic

growth. This increase in energy will directly impact water consumption, either to directly cool

the condenser of equipment or to serve indirectly as a basis for energy sources. The proposed

index provides a new insight about energy consumption and ultimately, about sustainability.

To conclude, the Special Issue editors would like to thank those who have contributed to this book

for their high-quality submissions. We would also like to thank those who performed reviews of the

manuscripts and their valuable feedback.

Maria do Rosário Alves Calado, Jorge Miguel dos Reis Silva

Editors

x
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Abstract: In Liquid Rocket Engines, higher combustion efficiencies come at the cost of the propellants
exceeding their critical point conditions and entering the supercritical domain. The term fluid
is used because, under these conditions, there is no longer a clear distinction between a liquid
and a gas phase. The non-conventional behavior of thermophysical properties makes the modeling
of supercritical fluid flows a most challenging task. In the present work, a Reynolds Averaged Navier
Stokes (RANS) computational method following an incompressible but variable density approach is
devised on which the performance of several turbulence models is compared in conjunction with a
high accuracy multi-parameter equation of state. In addition, a suitable methodology to describe
transport properties accounting for dense fluid corrections is applied. The results are validated against
experimental data, making it clear that there is no trend between turbulence model complexity and
the quality of the produced results. For several instances, one- and two-equation turbulence models
produce similar results. Finally, considerations about the applicability of the tested turbulence models
in supercritical simulations are given based on the results and the structural nature of each model.

Keywords: turbulence modeling; supercritical injection; Liquid Rocket Engines

1. Introduction

A small step towards the validation of numerical solvers able to accurately replicate the behavior
of supercritical fluid flows is to understand how current RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes)
turbulence models, calibrated and tested for subcritical conditions, behave in the supercritical regime.
The use of accurate thermodynamic formulations capable of capturing the singular behavior of
supercritical fluids allows for the efficiency and accuracy of each turbulence model to be tested,
and their structure or the presence of specific terms linked to the characteristics of the final results.

A supercritical fluid is characterized by pressure and temperature above the fluid’s critical
values. In fuel injection phenomena, specifically in combustion chambers, both fuels and oxidizers’
operating conditions can exceed their critical point as a means to increase the engine’s efficiency [1–3].
At an arbitrary constant temperature, a gas can be converted to a liquid by increasing the pressure.
As temperature increases, so does the kinetic energy of the molecules, requiring a higher pressure
to bring the gas to a liquid. The critical temperature, Tc, marks the point after which a transition to
the liquid phase is no longer possible, no matter the applied pressure. The vapor pressure at the critical
temperature is then defined as the critical pressure, pc. The critical point then marks the end of
the vapor pressure line, where both temperature and pressure reach their critical values.

Since vaporization no longer occurs, a more suitable terminology is needed. Several authors,
including [4], propose the use of “emission rate“ and “emission constant“ to describe mixing under
supercritical conditions.

As the temperature increases even further, the liquid-like supercritical oxidizer crosses
the pseudocritical line and transitions to a gas-like fluid. This transition from a liquid-like to

Energies 2020, 13, 1586; doi:10.3390/en13071586 www.mdpi.com/journal/energies1
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a gas-like state could be compared to a subcritical boiling, the main difference being that the isothermal
vaporization typical of subcritical fluids is replaced by a continuous non-equilibrium process that
takes place over a finite temperature range (Figure 1). As this happens, the specific heat capacity goes
through a maximum and tends to infinity when approaching the critical point, as shown in Figure 2.
Similarly to [5], we refer to this transition phenomenon as pseudo-boiling and the maxima of the
specific heat capacity as pseudo-boiling of pseudocritical line. It represents then a continuation of the
saturation line well into the supercritical regime.

Figure 1. Overall pressure temperature diagram.

The two parameters (∂ρ/∂T) and cpmax can therefore be used to identify pseudo-boiling
temperatures for different pressure values as shown in Figure 2. For nitrogen, it is visible that
as the pressure approximates the critical value of 3.39 MPa, the peak in specific heat becomes more
noticeable along with the slope of (∂ρ/∂T).

It is well known that in a subcritical injection, surface instabilities are responsible for jet
atomization, small discrete ligaments begin to break up, and droplets are ejected from the jet
core [6]. In a supercritical injection, however, the breakup mechanics are entirely different. [7]
describes one of the main characteristics of supercritical fluids as the impossibility of a two-phase flow.
Similar effects are reported by [5], where the surface tension is measured for oxygen from subcritical
temperatures, with higher values, up to the critical temperature, for which it completely vanishes.
Several other authors describe this different breakup mechanism where the drops and ligaments
are no longer detected, and no distinct surface interface can be determined. [7] notes that this
disintegration mechanism more closely resembles turbulent and diffusive mixing than the traditional
jet disintegration and [8] describes a thermal-breakup mechanism where the limit of the jet core is
defined by the transition of the fluid across the pseudocritical line.
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Figure 2. Density and isobaric specific heat values for nitrogen (data from the NIST database).

In the end, both the thermodynamic behavior and the breakup mechanisms have a direct effect
on the jet structure. As the liquid-like nitrogen is injected into the chamber, its temperature increases
as it begins to mix with a warmer gas, such as nitrogen. The structure of the flow changes and
it can be divided into three characteristic regions: potential core, transition, and fully developed
region. [9] defines the length of the potential core as the distance at which the centreline density
remains relatively constant and [8] compiles and compares four different equations attempting to
predict this length that is either based on the ratio between the densities of the liquid and gas-like fluids
or are given a constant value for any specific test geometry. In the self-similar region, the absolute value
of flow variables can still change, but their radial profiles are no longer a function of axial direction. In
between these two regions lies the transition zone, where the turbulent and diffuse mixing is most
relevant. As instabilities begin to appear, dense pockets of liquid-like nitrogen are separated from the
jet core, causing an increase in density fluctuations [10,11]. As a result, the density sharply decreases,
and the energy dissipation is significant. In experimental studies, this structure is visible through the
axial and radial density distributions and also through the jet spreading angle.

Turbulence is regarded as the last unsolved problem of classical physics. The presence
of advective terms in the governing equations leads to their admittance of a chaotic solution
after a critical Reynolds number. Modeling is then performed resorting to techniques
such as RANS (Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes), LES (Large Eddy Simulation), or DNS
(Direct Numerical Simulation). However, when discussing supercritical fluid flows, the fact that
no turbulence models developed explicitly for flows at these conditions exist, is an added factor of
uncertainty. Throughout the years, these techniques have been used in the modeling of supercritical
fluid flows with various degrees of success.

In a series of studies by the same authors, [12–14], a Large Eddy Simulation solver is used for
the computation of nitrogen injection. In this sense, [15] also perform LES following a pressure-based
solution approach in which the PISO - Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators algorithm for
pressure-velocity coupling is employed. The authors conclude that further improvements are needed
in the variables discretization so that the numerical diffusivity can be lowered.

The paths available in terms of discretization of the governing equations as well as in turbulence
modeling are so diverse it justifies a study on how different approaches and modeling techniques
affect the result. On this subject, [16] performs a comparison between different RANS derivations

3
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of the κ − ε model and an LES computation. Cubic equations of state performance are compared
and coupled with the compressible formulation for the conservation of mass and momentum. As for
the temperature and transport properties, they are retrieved as a function of the mixture fraction.

In [17], LES simulations are carried out, and a comparison is made between a density-based
and a pressure-based solution. In the density-based solution, implicit LES combines turbulence
modeling with the numerical discretization of the conservation equations, while in the pressure-based
solution, an eddy viscosity approach is favored. The results comparison from the two solution
approaches does not indicate a very substantial difference in the axial centerline distribution.
Another LES pressure-based solution approach is proposed by [18], using different sub-grid scale
models. Also, on the subject of supercritical injection, [19], conclude pressure-based solvers are
strongly affected by the deviation of compressibility coefficients from the ideal gas behavior, and [20]
propose an extension of a double-flux model to real fluid equations of state, as a means to improve
the capability of the numerical solver to cope with spurious pressure oscillations, especially close to
the pseudocritical line.

In terms of Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS), the work of [10] stands out, in which a lower
inlet velocity is used, reducing the Reynolds number. A merged PISO/ SIMPLE algorithm allows for
the study of entropy production rates, dominated by heat transfer [21].

In high Reynolds numbers simulations, the choice then lies between RANS- and LES-based
simulations. While RANS relies on the same turbulence model for the entire inertial scales, in LES,
the larger inertial scales are solved, and an SGS (Sub-Grid Scale) model is used for the smaller
scales. A filter is used to separate resolvable and Sub-Grid Scales. The importance of Sub-Grid Scale
modeling in high-pressure LES computations is outlined by [22]. Even though the potential of LES
simulations is recognized, it has failed to outperform RANS-based solvers systematically. As a result,
in the present work, a RANS-based numerical solver is used to compare the performance and accuracy
of several turbulence models in the modeling of supercritical fluid flows. Specifically, the validation
of a numerical setup replicating combustion chamber conditions can be seen as a first step towards
accurately and reliably simulating combustion phenomena inside a Liquid Rocket Engine combustion
chamber, and a small step in this direction is to understand how current turbulence models behave
under supercritical conditions and how their accuracy stands up against one another. The same issue
was dealt with in a previous work [23], through the reassessment of the concept of a variable turbulent
Prandtl number, applied to the standard κ − ε turbulence model.

Interestingly enough, the comparison described can be linked to the general state of the space
sector. The dawn of space exploration privatizing has lead to a boost and renewed interest in
the modeling of vehicles used for such missions. As a consequence, an ever-increasing demand
for economic sustainability has lead to the necessity of developing new solutions for space
technology. As stated by by [15], the new challenge is not the development of new technologies,
but the improvement of already available concepts, with restricted budgets and shortened development
cycles. In this sense, through the analysis of the RANS-based turbulence models here proposed
an attempt is made to improve the knowledge regarding their behavior in the supercritical regime.

The remainder of this study is structured as follows: first, the experimental conditions necessary
for validation purposes are shortly reviewed, and the initial and boundary conditions are established.
The description of the governing equations in their Favre averaged formulation precedes the discussion
about the adopted turbulence modeling; however, the models themselves are not detailed explained.
Such an undertaking would not contribute to quality improvement of this manuscript, while would
render it prohibitively extensive. A simple discussion of the models’ limitations and applicability
is favored. The processes of density and transport properties determination are then discussed,
as well as the discretization of the governing equations. The results are then critically analyzed,
and the conclusions reiterated for future studies.
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2. Initial and Boundary Conditions

The test cases from [9] are the basis of comparison for this numerical study. In particular,
case 3 and case 4 are investigated where cold nitrogen is injected into a chamber at ambient
temperature with four windows for optical access.

The geometry corresponding to the experimental setup of [9] is represented in Figure 3.
The diameter of the chamber and the injector are 122 mm and 2.2 mm, respectively, while measuring,
in length, 250 mm and 90 mm. Liquid nitrogen is injected into a chamber filled with gaseous nitrogen
according to the conditions indicated in Table 1.The subscript 0 respects to injection conditions, with ∞
representing conditions in the combustion chamber.

Figure 3. Boundary conditions for the physical model.

Table 1. Test conditions [9].

Case p∞ [MPa] u0 [m.s−1] T0 [K] T∞ [K] ρ0 [kg.m−3] ρ∞ [kg.m−3]

3 3.97 4.9 126.9 297 457.82 45.24
4 3.98 5.4 137 297 164.37 45.36

The domain contains five different boundary conditions, also depicted in Figure 3. A constant
axial velocity profile is set at the inlet to u0, and the radial velocity is set to zero. At the walls, a no-slip
condition is applied where both the normal and tangential velocity components are set to zero.

A pressure outlet is defined with a gauge pressure of 0 MPa and where the pressure values at
the outlet face are calculated by averaging the specified operating pressure of p∞, with the internal
pressure. Also, at the symmetry axis, the value of any specific property is equaled to that of
the adjacent cell.

Finally, for the adiabatic walls of the injector and the faceplate, the heat flux from Equation (1)
is set to zero, but for the isothermal wall heat transfer is calculated through a Dirichlet boundary
condition by setting a constant temperature at the wall of 297 K. In Equation (1), h f represents the fluid
heat transfer coefficient, Tw the temperature at the wall and T∞ is the local fluid temperature.

q = h f (Tw − T∞). (1)

3. Governing Equations

To deal with the weakly incompressible but variable density conditions [24], the standard
time-averaging method is replaced by the Favre averaging procedure, and the system of equations
is closed with different turbulence models, the main focus of this study. The performance of said
models, designed and calibrated to run in subcritical conditions, is then studied and their validity for
the supercritical regime is assessed.

5
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The Favre averaging method introduces a density-weighted quantity (φ̃i) and a density-weighted
fluctuation (φ′′

i ), as given by equation (2) for an arbitrary scalar φi.

φi = φ̃i + φ′′
i . (2)

˜phii is evaluated according to Equation (3), being ρ the mean density.

φ̃i =
ρφi
ρ

. (3)

The steady-state Favre averaged conservation equations for mass, momentum, and energy are
reproduced here, following the integral formulation in Equations (4) to (6), respectively, where ũ
represents density-weighted velocity components.

Mass can neither be created nor destroyed and as a result, there is no diffusive term in Equation (4),
only an advective one.

∫
Θ

[
∂

∂xi
(ρũi)

]
dΘ = 0. (4)

Momentum is a vectorial quantity meaning that its transport is defined by as many equations
as the number of dimensions that are assumed. The momentum advective flux is then defined in
Equation (5) as ρũiũj, while ρ fi represents the volume source term.

∫
Θ

[
∂

∂xj
(ρũiũj)

]
dΘ =

∫
Θ

[
− ∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

(
t̃ij + τij

)
+ ρ fi

]
dΘ. (5)

In Equation (6), the advective term is represented by ρũj H̃, while the diffusive term is evaluated
by Fourier’s law of conduction, through qj and τij is the Reynolds stress tensor.

∫
Θ

[
∂

∂xj
(ρũj H̃)

]
dΘ =

∫
Θ

[
∂

∂xj

[
− qj − qtj + ũi

(
t̃ij + τij

)
+ tjiu′′

i − 1
2 ρu′′

i u′′
i u′′

j

]]
dΘ. (6)

The viscous stress tensor from Equations (5) and (6) is averaged according to Equation (7),
as a function of the molecular viscosiry where the mean strain-rate tensor, S̃ij, is given by Equation (8)
and δij is the Kronecker delta function.

t̃ij = 2μ

(
S̃ij − 1

3
S̃kkδij

)
(7)

S̃ij =
1
2

(
∂ũi
∂xj

+
∂ũj

∂xi

)
. (8)

The Reynolds stress tensor of Equation (5) holds correlations originated from the averaging
process, given by Equation (9).

τij = −ρu′′
i u′′

j . (9)

Additional terms also appear in Equation (6) such as the Favre-averaged total specific energy (Ẽ),
enthalpy (H̃) and the turbulent heat flux (qtj ), defined in Equations (10), (11) and (12), respectively.

Ẽ = ẽ +
1
2

ũiũi + k (10)

H̃ = h̃ +
1
2

ũiũi + k (11)

6
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qtj = ρu′′
j h′′. (12)

Lastly, the turbulence kinetic energy per unit volume, k, is defined according to Equation (13).

ρk =
1
2

ρu′′
i u′′

i . (13)

The double and triple correlations from Equations (5) and (6) are also a product of the averaging
process which is too extensive to describe here. While a physical meaning can be attributed to some,
it does not apply to others. The Reynolds stress tensor alone introduces three additional independent
variables, meaning that the system is not yet closed. A transport equation for τij can be provided,
but the number of unknowns only increases, and the system remains open. Nevertheless, this is
the essence of second-order turbulence models. For now, an approximation for τij is needed.

4. Turbulence Models

The Boussinesq approximation can be used to define the Reynolds stress tensor and is the basis
of turbulence modeling. This approximation relates τij with the viscous stress tensor by introducing
the concept of eddy or turbulent viscosity, μt. It relates to the influence of molecular viscosity on
the transport of momentum with the influence of turbulence viscosity on the transfer of momentum
caused by turbulent fluctuations. As a result, Equation (7) becomes:

τij ≈ 2μt

(
S̃ij − 1

3
S̃kkδij

)
− 2

3
ρkδij (14)

While the terms for i �= j are modeled through μt, the trace of τij is still precisely defined through
the specific turbulent kinetic energy from Equation (13) as:

τii = −ρu′′
i u′′

i = −2ρk. (15)

With this relation, turbulence models can focus on calculating the eddy viscosity (μt)
and the turbulence kinetic energy (k).

The laminar and turbulent heat transport terms, qj and qtj , are defined according to Fourier’s law,
so that:

qj = − cpμ

Pr
∂T̃
∂xj

= − μ

Pr
∂h̃
∂xj

, qtj = − cpμt

Prt

∂T̃
∂xj

= − μt

Prt

∂h̃
∂xj

. (16)

In Equation (16), Prt represents the turbulent Prandtl number, i.e., Prt = νt/αt, where νt is
the eddy diffusivity of momentum and αt the turbulent thermal diffusivity.

Finally, the molecular diffusion and the turbulent transport, tjiu′′
i − ρ 1

2 u′′
i u′′

i u′′
j , are coupled

together and modeled as shown in Equation (17).

tjiu′′
i − 1

2 ρu′′
i u′′

i u′′
j =

(
μ +

μt

Prt

)
∂k
∂xj

. (17)

Turbulence models evaluate eddy viscosity in different ways but generally using the same
properties, such as the turbulent kinetic energy, the turbulent dissipation rate, ε, and the specific
dissipation rate, ω.

The mixing length hypothesis proposed by L. Prandtl provides an expression to define
the turbulent viscosity based on the assumption that the x-momentum of fluid remains constant
for a length of lmix in the y-direction. lmix is the mixing length that is characteristic of each flow
geometry along with a characteristic velocity, that must be defined in advance. Ergo, zero equation
models where the length and velocity scales are not defined through properties such as κ, ε or ω,
are not independent of the case of study. One and two-equation models overcome this obstacle

7
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by introducing transport equations for history-dependent variables that can represent velocity
and a length scale. Explicitly, the two-equation models studied in this work define the velocity scale
through the turbulent kinetic energy to incorporate non-local and flow history effects in the turbulent
viscosity. The underlying problem in RANS simulations results from the unavailability of velocity
fluctuations, leading to the necessity of resorting to closure models. The chosen model involves, as do
most of the choices made when attempting to numerically reproduce the behavior of supercritical fluid
flows, a compromise between computational cost and accuracy. The current development of improved
turbulence models faces the dilemma of conserving the low computational cost and high robustness of
RANS approaches while incorporating as much physics as possible.

The Spalart–Allmaras model [25] is a one-equation model in which a direct derivation of
an equation for the transport of the modified eddy viscosity is performed. This does not happen on
the k − ε-based models [26–28], where transport equations for both the turbulent kinetic energy (κ)
and its dissipation (ε) are introduced. In the k − ω-based models, the dissipation of turbulent kinetic
energy is replaced by the specific dissipation rate, and as such, a variation of the model of [29] is
considered. The turbulent dissipation rate is replaced by the dissipation per unit time or specific
dissipation rate defined as ω = ε/k.

In the standard κ − ω model, additional terms related to low Reynolds numbers corrections and
compressible effects are available for this model but are neglected for the current study. An attempt is
made in reducing the round-jet anomaly by linking the dissipation of ω to the mean deformation of
the flow. The predictions for k and ω outside of the shear layer remain on the most significant setbacks
of this model, despite the introduction of a cross-diffusion term.

After the proposal of the Wilcox k − ω model, [30] developed the shear-stress transport (SST),
k − ω model, to retain the robust and accurate formulation of the Wilcox model inside the shear layer
while taking advantage of the free-stream qualities of the k − ε model in the far-field. The transport
equation for ε is converted into a similar formulation as that of ω. This blending function is designed to
be one in the viscous sublayer of the boundary layer and tend to zero in the log-law region (y+ > 70).

All the models reasoned insofar are based on Boussinesq’s eddy viscosity concept.
However, another one is considered, which does not have this concept as its underlying relationship.
The Stress Baseline (BSL) model [30] closes the system of governing equations with transport equations
for ω and τij.

All these models are, however, subject to different levels of uncertainty, whose source identification
remains a most challenging task due to the coupling between various phenomena and levels of
uncertainty [31]. Nevertheless, several studies were conducted on uncertainty quantification in several
turbulence models, and even though the test subjects are not supercritical fluid flows, their conclusions
are broad and extensive.

The application of sensitivity analysis (defined as the derivatives of the flow variables concerning
the design parameters) by [32] on a backward-facing step showed the calibration parameters C1,
and C2, in the κ − ε turbulence model, have the most pronounced effect on the turbulence model
predictions. On the Spalart–Allmaras model, [33] concludes the incomplete physical knowledge
led to the use of dimensional analysis and a large amount of judgment to close or tune in model
constants. Relations between coefficients need to be enforced to maintain the appropriate behavior of
the Spalart–Allmaras model for canonical flows.

On the other hand, [34] presents a novel methodology for improving eddy viscosity models
in predicting wall-bounded turbulent flows with strong gradients in the thermophysical properties.
Conventional turbulence models for solving the RANS equations do not correctly account for variations
in transport properties, such as density and viscosity.

A methodology in which representative samples of motions and processes of all scales are solved
and combined, while remaining computationally affordable, especially at large Reynolds numbers,
effectively meaning the statistical resolution of all scales remains a somewhat distant goal.
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Additionally, the turbulent kinetic energy, turbulent dissipation rate, and specific dissipation rate
are based on the turbulent intensity, I, and turbulent viscosity ratio, μt/μ:

k =
3
2
(Iu0)

2, ε = ρCμ
k2

μ

(
μt

μ

)−1

, ω = ρ
k
μ

(
μt

μ

)−1

. (18)

In Equation (18), Cμ is specific to each of the turbulence models. In the Spalart–Allmaras model,
ν̃ is taken directly from the turbulent viscosity ratio, and in the Stress-BSL model, the turbulent stresses
are assumed to be zero, except for the trace of the tensor which is calculated as in Equation (15). In all
cases, the turbulence intensity is set to 5% at the inlet.

5. Equation of State and Transport Properties

In the supercritical regime, the ideal gas Equation of State (EoS) must be replaced by more
accurate formulations. While multi-parameter EoS have high accuracy, they fall behind in terms of
computational efficiency. To overcome this obstacle, in the present work, density values are loaded
from a preexisting real gas library [35], based on a reference equation of state for nitrogen [36],
allowing for increased accuracy at a reduced computational cost, since look-up tables are generated
before the computations, effectively removing the need for thermophysical properties to be calculated
in each iteration. The non-linearity of transport variables must also be accurately defined, and the
equations proposed by [37] are used.

Multiparameter equations of state can be created through polynomial and exponential expansions
where the coefficients multiplied by each term are specific to each fluid. These coefficients must be fitted
through the available experimental data for the conditions in which the EoS is to be valid. The 32-term
modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin (MBWR) [38] EoS achieves a relative density error smaller than 0.5%
above and below the critical point, while [39] proposes a 12-term EoS with available coefficients for
a series of substances, nitrogen included, while [40] provides a highly accurate 18-term EoS optimized
directly for nitrogen.

The EoS presented by [36] is based on the Helmholtz energy, F, which is then normalized and set
as a function of reduced temperature (τ) and density (δ = ρ/ρc):

F(ρ, T)
RT

= f (δ, τ) = f 0(δ, τ) + f r(δ, τ). (19)

The first right-hand-side term of equation (19) refers to the ideal gas contribution to the Helmholtz
energy while the second represents the residual Helmholtz energy corresponding to the intermolecular
forces considered in a real gas formulation.

The ideal gas contribution is defined in Equation (20), the residual addition is shown in
Equation (21) and the corresponding constants are listed in [36]. Thermodynamic properties can
then be calculated based on the derivatives of these two terms.

f 0(δ, τ) = ln(δ) + a1 ln(τ) + a2 + a3τ + a4τ−1 + a5τ−2 + a6τ−3 + a7 ln
(
1 − exp[−a8τ]

)
(20)

f r(δ, τ) =
6

∑
k=1

Nkδik τ jk +
32

∑
k=7

Nkδik τ jk exp[−δlk ] +
36

∑
k=33

Nkδik τ jk exp[−φk(δ − 1)2 − βk(τ − γk)
2]. (21)

The coefficients specific to this EoS are obtained through data fitting methods based on
experimental measurements from a series of authors and for a wide range of temperatures
and pressures.
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Transport properties have a direct impact on the governing equations. The substantial variation
of transport properties as dynamic viscosity and thermal conductivity approaching and entering
supercritical conditions is depicted for nitrogen in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Viscosity and thermal conductivity values for nitrogen (data from the NIST database).

Following [37], viscosity is expressed according to Equation (22). Viscosity is evaluated from
a dilute gas contribution, μ0(T) (Equation (23)) and a residual component, μr(τ, δ), (Equation (24)).
The σ represents the Lennard-Jones parameter and Ω the collision integral, while the remaining
coefficients are tabulated in [37].

μ = μ0(T) + μr(τ, δ) (22)

μ0(T) =
0.0266958

√
MT

σ2Ω(T∗)
(23)

μr(τ, δ) =
n

∑
i=1

Niτ
ti δdi exp(−γδli ). (24)

In the same fashion, thermal conductivity is defined according to Equation (25). The dilute
and residual gas contributions are defined according to Equations (26) and (27), respectively.

λ = λ0(T) + λr(τ, δ) + λc(τ, δ) (25)

λ0 = N1

[
η0(T)
1¯Pa.s

]
+ N2τt2 + N3τt3 (26)

λr =
n

∑
i=4

Niτ
ti δdi exp(−γiδ

li ). (27)
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A third component is needed for the evaluation of thermal conductivity in the critical region.
Such contribution is defined in Equation (28). The calculation of the Ωi coefficients comes from
the definition of specific heat at constant pressure and volume.

λc = ρCp
KR0T

6πξη(T, ρ)
(Ω̃ − Ω̃0). (28)

The use of real gas relationships for transport and thermodynamic properties allows the physical
model to capture the weak compressibility effects when using an incompressible variable-density
approach. Thermodynamic properties such as enthalpy are evaluated by their ideal gas value with
a departure function to account for real gas effects.

6. Numerics

The values of the scalar φ are stored at the center of the cells. However, face values φr and φl
are also necessary and must be interpolated from the cell-centered values. The diffusion of a certain
quantity, as an example, is affected by the gradient of concentration of that same quantity over the entire
domain, and a central difference is considered more appropriate. It is, therefore, used for the diffusive
terms of the conservation equations.

On the other hand, as [16] suggests, at least a second-order upwind scheme is necessary for
the modeling of the advective fluxes. The QUICK scheme [41] is employed instead as a tool for reducing
the oscillatory and unstable behavior of second-order numerical schemes, while also dealing with
the numerical diffusion affecting the first-order upwind schemes. Equation (29) serves as an example
to demonstrate the concept. At point C, it can be discretized using the values of φ at the cell faces,
as shown in equation (30), where Γ represents the diffusivity coefficient. These, however, need to be
interpolated through the stored cell-centered values.

∂φ

∂t
= −∂(uφ)

∂x
+

∂

∂x

(
Γ

∂φ

∂x

)
(29)

∂φC
∂t

=

[
ulφl − urφr + Γr

(
∂φr

∂x

)
− Γl

(
∂φl
∂x

)]
/ΔxC. (30)

The application of a central differencing scheme to the diffusive term of Equation (30) has
a stabilizing effect and is therefore straightforward. However, when applied to the advective term,
it can lead to instabilities and an oscillatory behavior for a grid Péclet number (Pe) higher than two,
i.e., local advection two times larger than diffusion. In short, the second-order accuracy can come at
the expense of stability. By contrast, in an upwind differencing scheme, the cell-centered value of φ is
assumed to represent a cell average value and hold throughout the entire cell, meaning that the face
quantities are identical to the upstream cell quantities. This technique provides increased stability of
the advective term to the variations of φC, but only because of the numerical diffusion introduced by
assuming φl = φL. To diminish this numerical diffusion the grid spacing must considerably decrease,
leading to a higher computational cost which is also not desirable.

The QUICK scheme combines a higher-order accuracy with the directional behavior of the upwind
scheme to provide additional stability for the advective term in a coarser mesh. The face values
are defined according to Equations (31) and (32). In this way the QUICK scheme achieves
a third-order accuracy.

φr =
1
2
(φC + φR)− 1

8
(φL + φR − 2φC) (31)

φl =
1
2
(φL + φC)− 1

8
(φFL + φC − 2φL). (32)
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A pressure-based algorithm is implemented where conservation of mass is implicitly achieved
through a pressure-based continuity equation, obtained by taking the divergent of the momentum
Equation (5) and introducing the condition (∂ρũi)(∂xi) = 0. A system of equations comprising this
and the momentum equations is solved to obtain the velocity and pressure fields simultaneously.
Energy and transport equations for turbulent variables are solved until convergence is reached.

In a collocated grid scheme, both the velocity and the pressure values needed for interpolation
are retrieved from the same cell. However, when calculating the pressure field on a collocated grid,
oscillations in the pressure field may appear as a result of an odd-even decoupling of the pressure
and velocity, i.e., that on a specific point the pressure and velocity do not affect one another [42].
As a result, a staggered grid method [43] is used, where the velocity and pressure values are stored in
different positions and for which the control volumes are no longer equal. Ultimately, the pressure
values are calculated directly for the cell face, and no interpolation is needed. The decoupling of
the pressure and velocity fields is eliminated along with any possible oscillations and is therefore used
in the current work.

A hybrid initialization method is employed where the inlet velocity is set to u0 from Table 1
and the absolute pressure at the outlet is set to p∞. The velocity and pressure fields calculated with
this method are then introduced in the first cycle of the pressure-based algorithm. A flowchart of
the numerical procedure is given in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Pressure-based solution algorithm.

7. Grid Independence

An independence mesh study based on the centreline decay of the density is performed using
three levels of refinement with 180 000, 280 000, and 495 000 points in a structured orthogonal mesh of
rectangular elements. The comparison is made for case 4 from Table 1, and the results, with the standard
k − ε model, are shown in Figure 6. Despite a very slight variation of density values in the transition
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region, the three meshes provide close results to one another with similar slopes, indicating that
the flow is sufficiently well resolved with the coarser grid. The more refined grid is not applied because
the gained accuracy does not justify the additional computational cost, and the mesh of 280 000 points
is used over the coarser one to maintain grid independence for the remaining turbulence models.
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Figure 6. Centreline density decay at three different grid resolutions for case 4 with the standard k − ε

model and the REFPROPv9.1.

8. Results

Figure 7 shows a comparison of the results obtained for the centerline density decay when using
the turbulence models described for case 3. It is visible that almost all models predict a potential core
with values ranging between x/d = 6.4 and x/d = 7.6. The only exception is the standard k − ω

model that largely overestimates the length of the potential core to x/d ≈ 12.5, which can be attributed
to the poor performance of this model in free-stream conditions. Even if the version here tested is
an improvement over the 1998 Wilcox k − ω model, with an added cross-diffusion term introduced
specifically to deal with the free-stream sensitivity, it does not provide acceptable results throughout
the whole of the domain.

The density values predicted in this region are higher than those of the experimental data,
but this can be a result of the measuring procedure used by [9]. Raman spectroscopy works
by directing a monochromatic laser at the test substance and measuring the scattered radiation
using a sensor. However, for higher densities, the jet tends to deflect the radiation along the axial
direction, thus decreasing signal intensity at the sensor. As density reduces, this phenomenon is no
longer predominant.

Turbulence seems not to influence the potential core. However, when entering the transition
region, instabilities start to appear, and turbulent dissipation begins to increase. [10] reports a maximum
of density fluctuations in this region as pockets of dense fluid start to smear the potential core.
The same authors also discuss how the heat absorbed to overcome the intermolecular attraction leads
to an increase in the heat entropy production with a maximum already closer to the self-similar region.
An analogy can be found between this and the trend of κ and ε.
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Figure 7. Centerline density decay in case 3 with different turbulence models.

When this happens, the fluid crosses the pseudocritical line leading to thermal expansion
and reduced shearing, resulting in turbulence dissipation, as depicted in Figure 8, starting to decrease
around x/d = 15. This thermal expansion also appears to spawn sharp velocity fluctuations visible
in the increase of turbulent kinetic energy, indicative of a robust turbulent mixing mechanism.
The comparison of the maxima of cp along the axial density evolution is seen in Figure 9 for the RNG
κ − ε model.

Figure 8. Centreline distribution of the turbulent dissipation rate and kinetic energy in case 3 with
the standard k − ε model.
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Figure 9. Location of the maxima of cp in the axial density decay for case 3 with the RNG κ − ε

turbulence model.

In this region, the more elaborate structure of the SST k − ω does not provide outstanding results
despite having a shear-stress-based formulation for eddy viscosity. When moving away from the wall,
μt returns to ρk/ω, and the model only uses the k − ε-based coefficients. Consequently, we can see
that its results more closely match those of the k − ε variants than those of the standard k − ω model.

The five equation Stress-BSL model also overestimates the density values between 7.5 < x/d < 20,
which could be related, in part, to the dependency of this model on ω and the inherent deficiencies of
its transport equation. The one equation Spalart–Allmaras leads to a similar overestimation of density
values between 7.5 < x/d < 22.5, but it is striking to see how well this simple formulation stacks
against a five equation model.

In the three ε based models, the realizable variant provides the worst results since the beginning
of the transition zone up to x/d ≈ 20. It seems that the realisability constraint and the alternative ε

transport equation do not give any visible contribution. Between the standard and the RNG k − ε,
there are two main differences: the formulation for the destruction of the turbulent dissipation
rate and the definition for the turbulent Prandtl number inserted into the energy equation and in
the turbulent variables transport equations. Especially when considering the work from [23], we are
led to believe that the variable turbulent Prandtl number is the leading cause for an improved behavior
of the RNG k − ε model over the standard version. The model accurately predicts the density values
across the domain.

In case 4, the differences in potential core length, depicted in Figure 10, are similar to those
of case 3, ranging from x/d = 6.6 to x/d = 7.7 with the standard k − ω being once again
the exception. Injection density is considerably reduced in this case when compared to that of case 3,
and, as a consequence, there is no longer an apparent density overestimation in the potential core.
However, an unrealistic potential core is still predicted independently of the turbulence model. In this
case, the Stress-BSL model is the only one to correctly predict density values between 17.5 < x/d < 30
while the remaining provide a slight under prediction. Nevertheless, its behavior outside this region is
not exceptional, and the overall results do not justify the additional computational cost. Results from
the RNG k − ε continue to be acceptable, but there is also an improvement from the standard
k − ε and the Spalart–Allmaras models for which the outcome is nearly identical. The decrease
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in the turbulence energy dissipation happens soon, at an x/d = 12.5 (Figure 11) As it can be seen
in Figure 12, since the pseudo-boiling line is not crossed, there is not a peak in the cp, which has
an evolution in accordance to the axial density decay. The injection temperature of 137 K is already
above the pseudo-boiling temperature, and there is no peak in the specific heat. remaining fairly
constant until x/d ≈ 5 along with the temperature inside the potential core, and begins then to decrease.
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Figure 10. Centreline density decay in case 4 with different turbulence models.

Figure 11. Centreline distribution of the turbulent dissipation rate and kinetic energy in case 4 with
the RNG k − ε mode.
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Figure 12. Location of the maxima of cp in the axial density decay for case 4 with the RNG κ − ε

turbulence model.

9. Conclusions

The steady-state Favre averaged governing equations are used to deal with the incompressible
but variable-density flow that is characteristic of the current test cases. The system of equations is
closed with six different models that are based either on the turbulent viscosity or the transport of
the Reynolds stresses, to study the behavior of turbulence modeling in supercritical conditions.

An accurate formulation, capable of replicating the singular behavior of transport properties of
supercritical fluids, is reviewed with detail. A pressure-based algorithm is used where the velocity
and pressure fields are solved simultaneously. A staggered grid method is then implemented to prevent
pressure fluctuations together with the QUICK scheme for the advective terms and second-order central
differencing scheme for the diffusive terms.

The results obtained are compared to the experimental data for validation. There is a generally
good agreement with the experimental data for both case 3 with the RNG k − ε model and for case 4
also with the RNG k − ε and with the Spalart–Allmaras model. Nevertheless, there is a clear distinction
is that the results obtained from different turbulence models.

The results obtained with a second-order turbulence model show that there is no clear advantage
in calculating higher-order turbulent correlation terms, indicating that their relevance under these
conditions is minimal. Also, the blending functions and shear tress transport formulation for μt

of the SST k − ω model do not contribute to improving predictions since the flow is mainly in
a free-stream region. The RNG k− ε model, offers the best results for case 3, possibly due to the variable
turbulent Prandtl number but the similarly good results obtained for case 4 with the Spalart–Allmaras
and the Standard k − ε models indicate that there may be other relevant factors.

As a consequence, the results here obtained are indicative that there is no direct correlation
between the turbulence model complexity and quality of the results, in what supercritical fluid flows
are concerned. These results indicate that computational time can be gained with the use of simpler
turbulence models. For this fact also contributes the pre-compiled real gas equation of state.

Having determined how the velocity field affects the flow structure, one of the next step is,
therefore, to determine the impact of a heating mechanism inside the injector and the correct boundary
conditions to be used.
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Abstract: Natural flight has always been the source of imagination for Mankind, but reproducing the
propulsive systems used by animals that can improve the versatility and response at low Reynolds
number is indeed quite complex. The main objective of the present work is the computational study
of the influence of the Reynolds number, frequency, and amplitude of the oscillatory movement of a
NACA0012 airfoil in the aerodynamic performance. The thrust and power coefficients are obtained
which together are used to calculate the propulsive efficiency. The simulations were performed using
ANSYS Fluent with a RANS approach for Reynolds numbers between 8500 and 34,000, reduced
frequencies between 1 and 5, and Strouhal numbers from 0.1 to 0.4. The aerodynamic parameters
were thoroughly explored as well as their interaction, concluding that when the Reynolds number is
increased, the optimal propulsive efficiency occurs for higher nondimensional amplitudes and lower
reduced frequencies, agreeing in some ways with the phenomena observed in the animal kingdom.

Keywords: energy saving and efficiency; aerodynamic coefficients; propulsive efficiency; bioenergetics;
biomimetics

1. Introduction

When the flapping airfoil/wing mechanism was unveiled as a thrust production system,
the scientific community foresaw the possibility to investigate new aerodynamic phenomena and
develop newer systems that could improve substantially the way airplanes fly nowadays, which is
today still rather conservative [1]. However, in the first part of the 20th Century, very little effort was
made in terms of understanding and exploiting the aerodynamics of living beings.

Animals such as insects [2], birds, small fishes, and even the big blue whale are equipped with a
spectacular propulsion system that was subjected to natural selection processes over millions of years,
which inevitably offers a significant advantage [3,4].

Based on the phenomena seen in Nature, Micro Aerial Vehicles (MAVs) and Nano Aerial Vehicles
(NAVs) with indispensable civil and military applications such as surveillance, espionage, atmospheric
weather monitoring, and catastrophe relief purposes [5] are being developed to offer undeniable
maneuverability and efficiency at lower length scales. The most advanced MAVs related research
projects define these vehicles as vehicles with no length, width, or height larger than 15 cm, as declared
in a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) program [6].

The flapping airfoil was firstly studied by Knoller and Verein [7] and Betz [8] that found that while
plunging an airfoil, an effective angle of attack, which changes sinusoidally over time, would be created.
As a result, an oscillatory aerodynamic force normal to the relative velocity was generated which could
be decomposed in lift and thrust forces. Katzmayr [9] experimentally verified the Knoller–Betz effect
in an interesting way, by placing a stationary airfoil into a sinusoidal wind stream and measuring an
average thrust.
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However, the Knoller and Betz theory was only based on the airfoil motion and did not account
for the vorticity shed downstream of the airfoil. Thus, later in 1935, Kármán and Burgers [10]
successfully explained theoretically the thrust generation mechanism based on the vortex shedding on
the downstream side of the airfoil and the orientation of the wake vortices, identifying the typical von
Kármán vortex street which is always associated with the production of drag or an averaged jet-like
flow that generates a propulsive force explained by Newton’s third law of motion.

All these concepts were further studied by Freymuth [11] using flow visualization of both plunging
and pitching motions. Firstly, studying the aerodynamics of plunging and pitching airfoils offered
a better understanding regarding the flutter and gust-response effects, which are based only on the
analysis of the lifting forces [12,13]. Oscillating airfoils also opened new ways to study the impact
of the dynamic stall on helicopter and propeller blades performance and how impactful is the wake
created by a foregoing blade on the following blades [14].

Plunging airfoils have been also analyzed by Lai and Platzer [15], Lewin and Haj-Hariri [16], and
Young [17], where the wake structures were intensively studied, such as the vortex-pair shedding
that represents the transition from the drag producing wake to the thrust producing inverted von
Kármán vortex street. Young and Lai [18] concluded that this type of wake structure was caused by
the interaction between bluff-body type natural shedding from the trailing edge and the motion of the
airfoil and, more recently, Andersen et al. [19] suggested that a drag-thrust transition wake showing
a two-vortex pair configuration per oscillation period is a characteristic of low frequencies and high
amplitudes oscillations.

The plunging motion was further investigated by Young and Lai [20,21] who found the impact of
the several parameters governing this problem, especially the Strouhal number, which showed that
maximum thrust and optimum efficiency take place at the near dynamic stall boundary. However,
for lower Reynolds numbers, the problem becomes more complicated because efficient lift and thrust
generation is achieved by shedding the leading-edge vortex [22].

Interested in finding which flying conditions animals operate in, Taylor et al. [23] dedicated their
studies to forty-two species of birds, bats, and insects in cruise flight and verified that these creatures
fly within a limited range of Strouhal numbers between 0.2 and 0.4. Hence, this parameter is a possible
indicator of the flapping conditions that provide the most efficient flight, being essential to characterize
the flight of several natural flyers, regardless of their scale.

Natural flyers use these forces effectively where thrust and lift production means that energy is
transferred from the wings to the fluid. However, the study of oscillating airfoils has undergone a
drastic shift when researchers identified the potential of flapping airfoils to extract energy from the
flow field [24]. Studies on energy harvesting efficiency over oscillating airfoils revealed that a harvester
could achieve maximum efficiency of about 30% on sinusoidal motion for Re = 1000 and 40% to
50% on nonsinusoidal motion; other efficiency-enhancing mechanisms might include corrugations at
the foil surface, its structural flexibility, and multiple foil configuration [25] such as the parallel foil
configuration numerically investigated in [26].

Introducing structural flexibility, as studied by Zhu et al. [27], the airfoil shows a superior
capability regarding energy extraction when comparing to the rigid case. The same conclusion is
obtained by Jeanmonod and Olivier [28], who firmly stated that a foil with constant mechanical
properties in the chordwise direction is far from being an optimal solution, demonstrating that a
flexible plate can extract double the power of a rigid structure.

Another way to improve extraction efficiency can also be achieved by creating an effective camber
which will produce a lift enhancement that is associated with the output power. This concept was
studied by Bouzaher et al. [29], who added a Gurney flap at the trailing-edge that when synchronized
with the flapping motion at a Re = 1100 created this virtual camber that improved the output power.
The lift production can be further improved by controlling the development of the leading-edge vortex
than, when attached to the airfoil surface, contributed to the improvement in lift generation which
brings once again an increase in the energy harvesting magnitude [24]. The same concept may be
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applied for thrust enhancement where camber morphing also reveals the potential to maximize the
ratio of thrust to lift of flapping airfoils in several flight conditions [30].

Recently, Xia et al. [31] presented a wide range review on the fluid dynamics of flapping
foils/wings where the authors reviewed the effects of some key parameters such as the Reynolds
number, reduced frequency, and flapping amplitude. In addition, the intricacies of this problem are
explored and the main challenges are identified, such as, highly efficient thrust mechanism, 3D flow
control methods, and types of motion.

Regarding the type of motion, Boudis et al. [32] conclude that the sinusoidal waveform appears to
favor the maximum propulsive efficiency notwithstanding the fact that nonsinusoidal trajectories can
offer undeniable improvements, offering an increase up to 110% in terms of thrust production. At a
Reynolds number of 5000, Dash et al. [33] also studied the influence of the airfoil motion concluding
that, when at high frequencies, the thrust performance can be recovered when tweaking the effective
angle of attack profile to a different type of wave, such as the square waveform.

The present work studied numerically the flapping airfoil problem, in particular, the plunging
motion which has not been yet subjected to sufficiently detailed studies when compared with the
combined plunging and pitching. Hence, the present work aims at studying the influence of flight
velocity, the motion’s frequency, and amplitude to fulfill this gap and help to understand the generation
of thrust and what combinations in the operating domain are energetically adequate to a vehicle that
uses the flapping mechanism as its mean of motion.

2. Methodology

The numerical methodology adopted for this paper is presented in this section. Firstly,
the Reynolds-averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) equations are selected as the governing equations,
due to the unsteadiness of the current problem and the inherent turbulent phenomena seen in
nature. The continuity and momentum averaged equations are written in a Cartesian tensor form as
(e.g., ANSYS [34] or Lopes et al. [35]):

∂ρ

∂t
+

∂(ρui)

∂xi
= 0 (1)
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∂(ρuiuj)
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∂
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[
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+
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− 2

3
δij

∂ul
∂xl

)]
+

∂(−ρu′
iu

′
j)

∂xj
(2)

respectively.
The usage of an averaged formulation of the Navier–Stokes equations calls for the necessity of

selecting a turbulence model that will model the velocity fluctuations as a function of the mean velocity
field typically recurring to the Boussinesq hypothesis.

In the turbulence modeling field, some authors have studied the effectiveness of some turbulent
models in representing the flow characteristics, but at the same time, some of the published research
from other authors assumes the flow around flapping airfoils to be laminar. The Shear-Stress Transport
k − ω model was selected to access its capability in predicting the flow surrounding a plunging airfoil
since it shows a superior capability in representing the flow surrounding oscillatory airfoils [35].

In this study, the symmetrical airfoil NACA0012 is being used to simulate the plunging motion
and analyze the flow configurations created by it. The airfoil’s motion is described by the equation

y (t) = A cos (2π f t) (3)

and its velocity is given by
ẏ (t) = −2π f A sin (2π f t) (4)

where A and f are respectively the motion’s amplitude and frequency, respectively.
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Simulations were carried out using ANSYS Fluent with a mesh (Figure 1a) containing two
main zones, which allowed the creation of a structured mesh around the airfoil (Figure 1b) and an
unstructured grid in the airfoil’s far-field. This mesh design effectively reduced the computational
demand and time since only the outside part of the mesh was subjected to mesh update calculations
such as deformation and remeshing.

(a) (b)
Figure 1. Computational mesh (a) and its internal zone (b).

The computational domain boundaries consisting of an inlet, an outlet, upper and lower walls,
and the airfoil, is represented in Figure 2. The inlet was subjected to an inlet velocity boundary
condition where the flow velocity was prescribed. On the outlet, the outflow boundary condition was
applied, which is an extrapolation of the calculated variables on the interior. The remaining boundaries
are walls, although with different characteristics, since the airfoil is treated as a wall where the no-slip
condition is imposed, and the upper and lower walls are considered to have no shear stress which
removes the boundary layer effects.

y

A, f

Not to scale

Wall (τw = 0 Pa)

Wall (τw = 0 Pa)

Inlet (U∞) Outflow
NACA0012

Figure 2. Computational domain.

The Least Squares Cell-Based scheme was selected as the gradients evaluation method, PREssure
STaggering Option (PRESTO!) was chosen as the pressure interpolation arrangement, and the
momentum, turbulent kinetic energy, and specific dissipation rate equations were discretized in
a 2D space using the second-order accurate QUICK scheme. Regarding the transient formulation and
knowing beforehand that the dynamic mesh feature was activated, the first order implicit method
(in time) was the only scheme available. The pressure-velocity coupling algorithm used is the
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Pressure-Implicit with Splitting of Operators (PISO) that is highly recommended for all transient
flow calculations.

After each initialization, the mesh was adapted to ensure that y+ was between 0 and 1 (values up
to 5 were acceptable), since when using the k − ω turbulence model, it is fundamental to guarantee that
the effects of the flow close to the walls are well resolved. Due to the boundary conditions, solution
initialization and nonlinearity, which characterizes the Navier–Stokes equations, it was observed that
the flow configuration would stabilize after analyzing at least five periods, always maintaining all
residuals below 10−3.

The processing and analysis of the data (drag and lift coefficients exported during simulations)
were made recurring to in-house C-programs, whose aim was to obtain the averaged aerodynamic
coefficients and propulsive efficiency.

As mentioned before, the flapping mechanism is typically correlated with thrust production since
it can, in some conditions, positively change the wake momentum and because of that, it is important
to evaluate not only the generated force but also the propulsive efficiency which is the ratio between
the generated power, −DU∞, and the power supply is given by −Lẏ. The propulsive efficiency is then
defined as

η =
CtU∞

CP
(5)

where

Ct = − 1
Δt

∫ t+Δt

t
Cd dt (6)

and

CP = − 1
Δt

∫ t+Δt

t
ẏCl dt (7)

In these two last equations, Ct is the mean thrust coefficient, Cd is the drag coefficient, Cl is the lift
coefficient, and CP is the mean power coefficient, which are parameters vastly used by researchers to
evaluate the aerodynamic performance [24].

The influence of the mentioned parameters will be evaluated using the typical dimensionless
quantities for a flapping airfoil: the reduced frequency, k, the nondimensional amplitude, h, Strouhal
number, St, and the Reynolds number, Re, shown in Table 1 (see [31] for details). The variables U∞,
ρ, μ, c, f , and A are the inlet speed, air density, air dynamic viscosity, aerodynamic chord, motion
frequency, and amplitude, respectively, all in SI units.

Table 1. Dimensionless parameters.

Reynolds Number, Re Reduced Frequency, k Nondimensional Amplitude, h Strouhal Number, St

Re =
ρU∞c

μ
k =

2π f c
U∞

h =
A
c

St =
2 f A
U∞

The numerical validation started by performing a boundary location, mesh, and time step
independence studies for a Reynolds number of 17,000, a nondimensional amplitude of 0.5, and
a reduced frequency of 2.5. The boundary location study, presented in Figure 3, focused on the analysis
of the blockage ratio influence on the drag coefficient over time. In this paper, the blockage ratio, BR,
was defined as being the ratio between the wake dimension and the inlet height, and it is seen that no
considerable influence is seen for the different cases tested.
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BR = 5.60%

Figure 3. Boundary location study.

The mesh independence study was conducted through the refinement of the internal zone of the
mesh into several divisions (50, 71, and 100 divisions), as shown in Figure 4. It can be concluded that
the mesh with 71 internal divisions holds an independent result that corresponds to a global mesh
with 62,469 cells/52,394 nodes.

t/T

C
D

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1 50 div
71 div
100 div

Figure 4. Mesh independence study.

The last phase focuses on the independence of the time step and for this study, three time steps
were considered, calculated as T/100, T/200, and T/400 where T is the motion period. Figure 5 shows
that a valid result is obtained for 200 points per oscillation period.

t/T

C
D

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
-1.5

-1

-0.5

0

0.5

1 Δt = 0.00100 s
Δt = 0.00050 s
Δt = 0.00025 s

Figure 5. Time step independence study.
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3. Results

This section shows the results concerning the influence of Reynolds number, motion’s amplitude,
frequency, and the Strouhal number on the flapping mechanism. Graphics of thrust and power
coefficients, as well as propulsive efficiency, will be shown as functions of these relevant parameters.
The pure plunging NACA0012 airfoil was firstly tested with a Re = 8500 with 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, 0.1 ≤ St ≤ 0.4,
and h never surpassing 0.5.

In Figure 6, the thrust coefficient is shown in the kh plane. In the contour plot, it is noteworthy
that the Ct value is growing faster than the Strouhal number with respect to k, a phenomenon that
becomes evident for a nondimensional amplitude higher than 0.3. The same behavior is not exhibited
by the power coefficient, which has its isolines almost parallel to the ones that represent a constant
Strouhal number.

It is important to note that there is an intimate relationship between the Strouhal number and the
maximum effective angle of attack to which the airfoil is subject, so it is expected that the required
power (CP) and the maximum angle of attack also have one.
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Figure 6. Mean thrust and power coefficients with Re = 8500.

Regarding the influence of the Strouhal number on the thrust and power coefficients, the following
correlations are obtained:

Ct (St) = −0.051 + 0.462St + 2.668St2 (R2 = 0.87) (8)

CP (St) = 0.543 − 8.471St + 52.58St2 (R2 = 0.96) (9)

with 0.1 ≤ St ≤ 0.4. The coefficient of correlation for the Ct approximation is under 0.90 which once
again reinforces the fact that the isolines of the thrust coefficient are not entirely parallel.

The consolidation of Ct and CP results in the propulsive efficiency shown in Figure 7, which
has a peculiar distribution in the kh plane since it does not depend only on the reduced frequency or
nondimensional amplitude alone but rather on the combination of both. Thus, the maximum efficiency
region is encountered in the vicinity of a Strouhal number of 0.15 that unfortunately is incompatible
with the maximum thrust coefficient area, reaching a maximum value of 0.23.
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Figure 7. Propulsive efficiency with Re = 8500.

This, and the following propulsive efficiency graphics, are important to understanding how the
energy given to the system is converted into the production of thrust (propulsive power) by an airfoil
performing the plunging movement. Although it is already known that this sinusoidal movement may
not represent the most efficient motion, it is nevertheless interesting to understand the regions where
there is an optimal conversion of the input given to the system.

The airfoil was also tested with a Reynolds number of 17,000, keeping the previously mentioned
parameters in the same range. The results show a similar distribution of the thrust coefficient, power
coefficient (Figure 8), and propulsive efficiency, shown in Figure 9.
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Figure 8. Mean thrust and power coefficients with Re = 17,000.

In respect to the influence of the Strouhal number on the thrust and power coefficients for a
Reynolds number of 17,000, the following correlations were obtained:

Ct(St) = −0.029 + 0.312St + 3.584St2 (R2 = 0.88) (10)

CP(St) = 1.371 − 20.14St + 113.0St2 (R2 = 0.96) (11)

with 0.1 ≤ St ≤ 0.4.
The propulsive efficiency increase is the major difference, which may indicate that the plunging

movement tends to be more efficient at higher Reynolds numbers.
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Figure 9. Propulsive efficiency with Re = 17,000.

In order to better interpret the evolution of propulsive efficiency for this specific case, propulsion
efficiency curves are presented in Figure 10, considering the dimensionless amplitude (Figure 10a) and
reduced frequency (Figure 10b) constant. When looking at the graphics, it is possible to verify that the
maximum propulsive efficiency reached occurs at higher reduced frequencies when the dimensionless
amplitude decreases. Regarding the graphic on the right, similar behavior is verified, since the highest
propulsive efficiencies are detected at the highest reduced frequencies and lowest dimensionless
amplitudes. However, a deeper comparison between both graphs concludes that the conversion of the
required energy associated with the movement into propulsive energy is highly sensitive to the change
in the nondimensional amplitude when a constant reduced frequency is considered, as observed by
the higher slopes verified in the graphic on the right.
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Figure 10. Propulsive efficiency with Re = 17,000 assuming constant h (a) and k (b).

The Reynolds number was further increased to a maximum tested value of 34,000 (Figure 11).
In this operating regime, the upper limit of the Strouhal range was limited to 0.2 since no clear
advantage was seen in terms of achieving better aerodynamic performance. At this operating condition,
an interesting fact is that the thrust coefficient isolines become equidistant to the constant St curves.
In this situation, it becomes evident that the isolines of Ct, St, and CP are all doubtlessly parallel. Due
to this turn of events, the maximum propulsive efficiency region was translated to the left, as seen
in Figure 12 and, because of that, an additional zone (k < 1) was considered to understand the
aerodynamic performance in low reduced frequencies.
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Figure 11. Mean thrust and power coefficients with Re = 34,000.

The influence of the Strouhal number on the thrust and power coefficients for the actual number
of Reynolds is also studied, obtaining the correlations:

Ct (St) = −0.059 + 0.671St + 3.643St2 (R2 = 0.96) (12)

CP (St) = 0.587 − 12.71St + 146.5St2 (R2 = 0.99) (13)

with 0.1 ≤ St ≤ 0.2. The coefficient of determination regarding the Ct approximation improved
(R2 > 0.95) in comparison with the previously tested numbers of Reynolds, which corroborates the
fact that the isolines of Ct became parallel with the Strouhal number.
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Figure 12. Propulsive efficiency with Re = 34,000.

Overall, from a Reynolds number of 8500 to 34,000, the propulsive efficiency increased in
comparison to the previous cases, which again suggests that the pure plunging motion is favored
while operating at relatively high Reynolds numbers. Although animals use plunging and pitching
combined, the results presented in this section are very much in concordance with what is seen
in nature, considering that smaller animals tend to operate at high reduced frequencies and low
nondimensional amplitudes. In comparison, bigger animals do the exact opposite.

4. Conclusions

Nature has been the main source of concepts that inspire the systems developed by engineers
who, since the beginning of time, understood that it is powered by evolution mechanisms that tend to
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offer optimized solutions regarding the environmental conditions. These mechanisms directly affect
animals, from the smallest insect to the big blue whale, that over millions of years, made them very
well adapted to their habitat and to the way they move.

In this work, the flapping airfoil problem was investigated, utilizing a NACA0012, by studying
the influence of several parameters such as motion frequency and amplitude, the Reynolds number,
and the Strouhal number. Thrust, lift, and power coefficients, as well as the propulsive efficiency, were
the selected parameters to analyze the aerodynamic performance.

The results indicate that the power coefficient isolines demonstrated to be almost parallel to
the hyperbolas representing constant Strouhal numbers, a phenomenon not verified for the thrust
coefficient, except for the Re = 34,000 case. It was also seen that higher frequencies and amplitudes
propitiate higher thrust forces as well as required power while, in terms of propulsive efficiency, for the
Re = 8500 and 17,000 cases, higher reduced frequencies and lower amplitudes are preferred and
for the Re = 34,000 case, higher amplitudes and lower reduced frequencies are favored. The results
highlight that although a constant St gives an infinity of combinations (k, h), it is seen as an interesting
parameter that offers some correlations about the aerodynamic performance, especially at higher
Reynolds numbers.

The physical phenomena underlying the flapping airfoil and flapping wing mechanisms were
extensively studied in recent years, which resulted in a greater insight regarding the thrust generation.
Nevertheless, much more investigation is needed to efficiently develop and produce vehicles with these
propulsive systems for any stage of flight. Ways to improve knowledge should be focused on testing
different geometries in order to understand how geometrical parameters such as the aerodynamic
chord, camber, and thickness can influence the aerodynamic performance. Another way to boost the
bio-inspired design is on the materials side, seeking innovative and different properties (flexibility,
porosity) that may improve the flapping mechanism and bring us closer to developing animal-like
propulsive/lifting systems and structures.
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Abstract: The race for speed ruled the early Jet Age on aviation. Aircraft manufacturers chased faster
and faster planes in a fight for pride and capability. In the early 1970s, dreams were that the future
would be supersonic, but fuel economy and unacceptable noise levels made that era never happen.
After the 1973 oil crisis, the paradigm changed. The average cruise speed on newly developed aircraft
started to decrease in exchange for improvements in many other performance parameters. At the
same pace, the airliner’s power-plants are evolving to look more like a ducted turboprop, and less
like a pure jet engine as the pursuit for the higher bypass ratios continues. However, since the
birth of jet aircraft, the propeller-driven plane has lost its dominant place, associated with the idea
that going back to propeller-driven airplanes, and what it represents in terms of modernity and
security, has started a propeller avoidance phenomenon with travelers and thus with airlines. Today,
even with the modest research effort since the 1980s, advanced propellers are getting efficiencies
closer to jet-powered engines at their contemporary typical cruise speeds. This paper gives a brief
overview of the performance trends in aviation since the last century. Comparison examples between
aircraft designed on different paradigms are presented. The use of propellers as a reborn propulsive
device is discussed.

Keywords: propeller; aircraft; turboprop; flight efficiency; flight speed

1. Introduction

The propeller is a device that converts the rotary power of an engine or motor into a thrust force
that pushes the vehicle to which it is attached. Comprised by one or more radial airfoil-section blades
rotating about an axis, the propeller acts as a rotating wing. Aircraft propellers first emerged at the end
of the 18th century; however, this study only discusses its history from the 20th century and beyond.
See Ref. [1,2] for a historical review from the preceding decades. By the end of the 19th century,
a feeling of disbelief on heavier-than-air manned flight was present [3]. The first controlled, powered
flight, starred by the Wright Brothers in 1903, marked the turn of a page of skepticism concerning
heavier-than-air manned flight. This remarkable achievement brought an increased excitement around
the aviation community, and in the period 1905–1910, there was an impressive growth in the number
of filed patents [4] (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. First patent filings by origin, 1900–1925. Between 1900 and 1970, patent filings relating to
aviation tended to concentrate in the US, France, Germany, and the UK. Source: adapted from [4].

This pre-WWI (World War I) period was also responsible for a transition from individuals as
hobbyists and enthusiasts, motivated by curiosity, pride, and fame, to institutions and governments
acknowledging the airplanes as a strategic weapon to win wars. By the end of WWI, from the 1920s
to the 1930s, designers, engineers, and inventors established new, active, and venturous aeronautic
communities in Europe and North America. This prosperous era of innovation and technological
growth of aviation extended its developments to all components of the airplane, including the propeller.
Donald W. Douglas, head of the Douglas Aircraft Company, considered those communities of people
responsible for helping change the world, acknowledging propeller makers and their creations
indispensable for success [5]. The work on those propulsive devices joined the higher power outputs of
the newer engines to the improved body aerodynamics resulting in higher performance aircraft capable
of “climb quicker and cruise faster using less power and if need be, fly to safety on one engine” [3].
Since the first effective propellers powered by piston engines, through impressive supersonic aircraft
and up to modern airliners, a lot has changed in aviation. The aircraft is now a balance between
hundreds of different specifications. Some being improved at the cost of others. Today, the advent of
electric multirotor vertical take-off and landing aircraft [6–11], starting as unmanned aerial vehicles but
also aimed for personal transportation are bringing the assertion of the propeller as the main choice for
low-speed, state-of-the-art efficient propulsion devices. Nevertheless, propellers are nothing more than
a niche in commercial aviation commute aircraft. However, this century brought new challenges and
priorities. Global warming, pollution, and sustainability are now serious concerns [12]. The present
work shows the evolution of cruise speeds, especially on commercial aviation, in the past century to
realize that the propeller comeback may be the next innovation towards more sustainable aviation.
The trends are presented, and their motives are discussed. In the first section, a brief historical overview
is presented. The second section introduces the influence of the cruise speed in the aircraft aerodynamic
efficiency and engine fuel consumption. Then it discusses the evolution of the flight speed of the
airliners since the jet age. The third section shows the relevance of bringing back the propeller and
continue its development.
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2. Early Jet Age: The Race for Speed

With the invention and development of the jet engine during WWII, gas turbine-powered aircraft
expanded the whole flight envelope. Flying higher and faster, both commercial and military jet
airplanes ruled the 1950s and 1960s, at what was called: The Jet Age [13]. Compared with piston
airplanes, the speed and ceiling of these first jet-powered aircraft were incredible, and the race for
flight speed became the leading trend [3]. The following years gave birth to a generation of even
faster jet aircraft as the example of the Boeing 727, which had a maximum cruise speed of Mach 0.84.
However, to overcome the speed of sound, a larger amount of power was required. This is due to the
sharp rise in drag, experienced above a critical Mach number [14] (Figure 2). Also, supersonic flight
introduced the need for pure jet engines since the propeller blades encounter the critical Mach number
at smaller cruise speeds due to their additional rotation speed.

0 1 2 3
Mach Number, M

Drag
Coefficient

CD

Sweep angle

0°

30°

45°

60°

Figure 2. Drag rise due to cruise Mach and the effect of wing sweep. Adapted from [15].

Therefore, the race continued, and in the early 1960s, the Convair 990 could already fly at speeds
up to Mach 0.87 [16]. At this time, in one of the test flights, Douglas company accelerated its DC-8 to
Mach 1.01 in a 16-second dive. Nevertheless, commercial aviation did not stop there. Pursuing military
achievements as the Lockheed SR-71 “Blackbird”, that cruised at Mach 3.2, commercial aviation
needed to rush forward. In the early 1970s, jet engine technology was developing at a tremendous
pace. Commercial aircraft, characterized by sharp noses and high swept wings, also started breaking
through the sound barrier. The Concorde and the Tupolev Tu-144 were developed to cruise at Mach 2.
However, Mach 2 still seemed not enough, so, Boeing wanted to create an even faster commercial
airplane [17–19], aiming to fly at Mach 3. Suddenly hypersonic transportation was the subject of
research [20,21]. It seemed that there were no limits to the race for speed, but something went wrong,
and the true supersonic age never came. The magnificence of supersonic airliners was comparable
only to the horror of their ecology and economy. The supersonic engines roar was annoying to the
cities’ populations. Sound booms were destroying everything around [22], leading many countries
to ban supersonic flights from their airspace [23]. In addition to that, the super-powerful afterburner
engines were so hungry for fuel that airlines had to increase the cost of tickets to cover their expenses.
Those facts, combined with the 1970s oil crisis, made the supersonic flight not to enter mass aviation.
To transport ordinary travelers on such planes was the same as the average citizen commuting to work
on supercars. One of the main reasons that made the airlines and manufacturers abandon the race for
speed is also one of the main elements of the aircraft: the engine. The heart of most modern aircraft is
a jet engine. The task of any jet engine (or reaction engine) is to convert the fuel’s chemical energy
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into the jet flow’s kinetic energy. In practice, the fuel ignites, expands, accelerates, and pushes the
machine forward. The jet engines used in aviation use not only their fuel but also the surrounding
air, which is also heated up and accelerated to be ejected at high speed by a nozzle to create thrust.
See Ref. [24] for further insights on jet engines. The Rolls-Royce / Snecma Olympus 593 that equipped
the Concorde is a classic example turbojet engine. However, these engines were very greedy. With its
small capacity, Concorde had a huge fuel consumption, resulting from the great increase in drag
shown in Figure 2. The much larger Boeing 747, produced in 1968, turned out to be much more
economical [25]. Despite that, new larger subsonic jet-powered airliners conquered the main long-haul
routes, and smaller models were conquering the regional ones.

3. Fuel Efficiency

For commercial aircraft, fuel efficiency is usually regarded as the inverse of the fuel consumption,
which is fuel quantity burned per unit traveled distance per unit passenger, normally, in kmPax/LFuel .
When comparing different fuels, fuel mass is more meaningful than fuel volume. If, instead of mass or

volume of fuel, the amount of energy consumed (or contained in that mass of fuel) was used, one could
even compare different types of propulsion systems, e.g., the electric propulsion. Considering the
propulsive system efficiency as ηthηp, where ηth is the thermal efficiency and ηp is the propulsive
efficiency, and that in cruise, the required thrust is:

F =
W

L/D
(1)

where F is the propulsive thrust force, W is the aircraft weight, L and D are aircraft lift and drag,
respectively.

Using Equation (1), the aircraft fuel efficiency can be regarded as:

ηFuel =
L
D

pax
W

ηthηp (2)

Therefore, the aircraft will be fuel-efficient if it has large aerodynamic efficiency (L/D) and low
take-off weight per unit passenger (W/pax). The aerodynamic efficiency depends mostly on the airfoil
design and wing design parameters: span; chord; sweep; etc., and all other elements of the aircraft
that generate drag but not produce any lift. The weight per unit passenger depends mostly on the
aircraft structure, materials, and design. The engine thermal efficiency has been improving in recent
decades being close to its upper limits. Regarding the propulsive efficiency, to propel the aircraft,
the propulsive system generates the thrust by accelerating the incoming air stream mass flow from
VCruise to a propulsive stream with VJet, considering that the fuel mass flow is much smaller than this
propulsive stream, we get Equation (3).

ηp =
2

2 +
F

ṁVCruise

(3)

with ṁ being the propulsive stream mass flow rate.
According to Equation (3), the propulsive efficiency increases if ṁ is increased. This was

accomplished in the jet engine by adding an external bypass outer stream of cold air mass flow.
These engines were named turbofans and became a real classic solution in modern aviation.
Since their birth, turbofan engines started to replace turbojets, becoming as fast as them, despite that
the advantage of adding the bypass cold stream diminishes towards higher VCruise. Most modern
fighters like the F-15, Eurofighter Typhoon, Sukhoi Su-30, and the newest F-22 and Sukhoi Su-57 are
equipped with turbofan engines. At VCruise of current commercial aircraft, the bypass stream fan is
in fact a ducted propeller. Figure 3 shows the typical propulsive efficiencies for the most common
aircraft engine types. The influence in the propulsive efficiency of parameters such as the propeller
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blade sweep and engine bypass ratio is also represented. It is clear that the bypass ratio of the turbofan
increases the propulsive efficiency relative to the turbojet and that the propeller blade sweep extends
the Mach cruise speed limit for propeller operation.
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Figure 3. Propulsive efficiency for different engine types.

4. Commercial Aviation—Higher and Faster! Or not?

Although the aviation lemma has typically been higher and faster, in fact, slower commercial
aircraft should lead to higher fuel efficiency [26]. Between 1990 and 2010, jet fuel prices have increased
over five times, representing about 40 percent of a typical airline’s total operating cost [27,28]. As a
result, airlines are reviewing all phases of flight to determine how fuel burn savings can be gained in
each phase and total.

It is noticeable that since the 1973 oil crisis, commercial airliners are losing their interest in
speed from generation to generation (Figure 4). Today, short-haul airliners such as the Boeing 737
and Airbus A320 cruises at airspeeds lower than Mach 0.78. The giant, long-haul flagships like
the Boeing 747-8 and the Airbus A380, equipped with four powerful engines, regularly fly at a
non-impressing Mach 0.85. Moreover, even the most advanced planes of the modern age as the
Boeing 787-Dreamliner and Airbus A350 XWB are not cruising at Mach higher than 0.85. Are the
airliners, including the most sublime and advanced of our time, lagging behind the 50-year-old
museum exhibits? In the last 50 years, the engines suffered the most noticeable change in aviation.
Since the early jet age, engines’ bypass ratios increased from 0 to 12.5 (Figure 5). This is easily explained
through Equation (3) as engine manufacturers try to increase the engines’ propulsive stream mass
flow. Modern materials and processes also allowed for higher turbine inlet temperatures and overall
pressure ratios. The increase in bypass ratios has been achieved by using bigger fans and fan ducts,
which also led to increased empty-weight and parasitic drag. Those factors, associated with rising fuel
prices and environmental concerns, are making higher cruise speeds less attractive. In [26], Torenbeek
states that “Future long-range airliners optimized for environmentally friendly operation may cruise
at no more than Mach 0.75”.
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Figure 4. Historical development in maximum cruise speeds for commercial aircraft.
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Another noticeable characteristic that confirms this trend of reduced interest in high cruise speeds
is the wing design. A comparison of two airliners that operate in the same market segment is presented
in Table 1. The wing of Boeing 727 is smaller and has a higher sweep angle than the 737 Max 7.
The smaller wingspan and higher wing sweep allow the aircraft to fly faster. When flying near
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the speed of sound, the airflow accelerates over the wing reaching supersonic speeds and slows
down again to subsonic speeds towards the trailing edge of the wing, creating a shockwave and the
resulting wave drag. Higher sweep angles delay this effect. The airflow over the wing consists of
two components: chordwise flow (parallel to the chord line) and spanwise flow (perpendicular to the
chord line). As the only component that suffers the acceleration is the chordwise flow, by reducing
the amount of flow in this direction, the aircraft is able to fly faster for the same drag (see Figure 2).
Like the newer Boeing 737 Max 7, many other modern airliners have lower wing sweep than their
predecessors. This may also be, in part, due to the invention of the supercritical airfoil. However,
if the intention were to fly faster, the wing would be kept with a lower span and higher sweep.

Table 1. Boeing 727-200 vs. Boeing 737 Max 7: Technical Specifications. Data from [29,30].

Specifications Boeing 727-200 Boeing 737 MAX 7

Manufacturing year 1962 2016
Engines (3×) P&W JT8D-17R (2×) CFM LEAP-1B

Fuselage length (m) 46.68 35.56
Wingspan (m) 32.92 35.92
Wing sweep 32◦ 25.03◦
MTOW (kg) 95,100 80,286
MMo (Ma) 0.9 0.82

Range–MTOW (Km) 4509 7130
Max Ceiling (m) 13,000 12,000
Fuel capacity (L) 30,620 25,816
Capacity (seats) 155 172

Lower speeds require smaller engine thrust, which represents lower fuel consumption, weight,
and noise emissions. Improved efficiency not only allows airlines to save money on fuel but
also enables airplanes to fly further. Comparing between the Boeing 727-200 and the 737 Max 7
(described in Table 1), both have similar payload capacities and mass, but the 727-200 has a range
of 4500 km, while the 737 Max 7 has 7100 km, twice the range of the former one. In terms of
power-plants, the 737 has two engines, while the 727 needed three. The improved take-off thrust of
the high bypass turbofan engines was the key to the birth of wide-body airliners, which are the main
element of global travel today. However, these high bypass turbofan engines have their drawbacks.
All aircraft manufacturers face the same difficulty when upgrading their power-plants. These engines
are huge. As the engine manufacturers are raising bypass ratios, the engines’ diameter is getting
larger, making them harder to fit under the wing of aircraft. The Pratt & Whitney JT8D installed on the
727-200 is much smaller than the CFM Leap-1B that equips the 737 Max 7 (Figure 6). The choice of
the Leap-1B to equip the 737 Max 7 also required major upgrades to the landing gear, to maintain the
required ground clearance and changes to the wing in order to compensate for the additional engine’s
weight and drag [31].

The problem is that to adapt the jet propulsion to operate efficiently at lower speeds, the propulsive
jet must also have higher mass flow, as observed through Equation (3). Therefore, the turbofan bypass
ratio must increase. However, several problems arise when trying to increase the fan size: the fan
weight increases; fan noise increases steeply if the peripheral speed is increased to maintain the same
shaft rotation speed; reducing the shaft rotational speed such that the noise does not increase, increases
the number of stages required for the turbine and thus increases the weight of the core gas turbine.
There are a lot more pros than cons to modern aircraft compared to the older airliners. It is a fact that
they fly slower, but the rest of their performance is much better, not only due to modern technology
but also because of such compromises. In Europe, according to [32], short-haul flights (up to 1500
km) within European Civil Aviation Conference (ECAC) bordering countries represented 78.5% of the
total instrument flight rules (IFR) traffic in 2017. According to the same reference, in the United States,
the share of short-haul flights reached 80.3% in the same period. Even with the technology that allows
us to produce faster airplanes, at those distances, a small increase in speed may reduce flight time
but has little impact on the journey. The journey is the wait at the airport, check-in, baggage check,
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passport control, waiting at the terminal, flight, and again the passport control, baggage claim, and the
way from the airport to the destination. All these journey stages will not be accelerated by a higher
cruise speed, and all the advantages of flight speed can easily be lost by a traffic jam on the way to
the airport. For airlines, the parameters of fuel consumption and life cycle of the aircraft are getting
more critical than the cruise speed by the day. Also, fuel consumption is not only money. Fuel tanks
on the aircraft remain the same, and flying faster may result in a reduction of range. It is cheaper for
the airline to make the passenger more comfortable, show a couple of movies, or provide an extra
meal in flight than to speed up the aircraft. From the passenger’s point of view, such a deal is also
attractive. The flight may be longer, but the level of comfort on those flights is not bad. Higher costs
for speed will increase the cost of air tickets, and time is a more valuable resource than money just
for a small group of people. The world is ruled by economically optimal airliners with economically
optimal performance. A cheaper ticket is more important for a passenger and cheaper operation is
more important for airlines. Modern airplanes pursue these goals.

Figure 6. Boeing 727-200 (left) side-by-side to a Boeing 737 Max 7 (right).

4.1. Present-Day Airliner Speeds

To understand how the typical cruise speeds from the manufacturer compares to the real flight
speeds currently being used by airlines, a total of 80 flights were analyzed using Flightradar24.
Flightradar24 is a flight tracking service that provides both real-time and stored information about
aircraft flights around the world. Specific information such as atmosphere corrected Mach cruise
speeds were used to perform this study. Two specific aircraft types were selected: the Boeing 737-800
and the Airbus A320neo. Both aircraft operate short- and medium-haul flights with similar cruise
design speeds (with a design Mach cruise speed of 0.785). To compensate for different flight strategies
of specific airlines (e.g., low-cost vs full-service), distinct airlines were analyzed for each aircraft type.
In Table 2 a synopsis of the analysis is presented.
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Table 2. Aircraft analyzed using Flightradar24.

Specifications Boeing 737-800 Boeing 737-800 Airbus A320neo Airbus A320neo

Airline Ryanair KLM Wizz Air British Airways
Registration 9H-QAA PH-BCK G-WUKE G-EUYY

Introduced in 1997 1997 2010 2010
Year of manufacture 2017 2019 2018 2014

VCruise (Ma) 1 0.785 0.785 0.78 0.78
VMax (Ma) 0.82 0.82 0.82 0.82

Flights analyzed 20 20 20 20
1 Design cruise speed announced by the manufacturer.

In Figure 7 the cruise speeds for the total analyzed 80 flights are plotted against aircraft
manufacturer announced design cruise speed. From the analyzed flights, it is noticeable that the actual
average cruise speed values are lower than the design cruise speed. Regarding the Boeing 737-800,
Ryanair presented an average Mach of 0.758 and KLM 0.780. Furthermore, on the Airbus A320neo,
Wizz Air average Mach was 0.775, while British Airways registered 0.761. The average Mach cruise
speed for the total 80 presented flights is 0.769. Different dispersion can be attributed to distinct
weather-related flight optimization, e.g., to account for head or tailwind. Parameters such as airport
sockets, aircraft availability, and fuel prices influence each airline’s fuel conservation strategies and
cost index (CI) . By definition, cost index is the ratio between the time-related operational cost and
the fuel cost of an airplane operation, reflecting the relative effects of fuel and time-related operating
cost on overall trip cost.
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Figure 7. Cruise flight speed from a total of 80 analyzed flights. Boeing 737-800 by Ryanair and KLM.
Airbus A320neo by Wizz Air and British Airways. Data sourced from Flightradar24 [33].
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From the exclusively propulsive efficiency point of view, referring to Figure 3, one can easily notice
that for Mach values of 0.769 the aircraft may already be cruising in a condition where propeller-based
propulsive systems, namely propfans, show competitive performance when compared to turbofans [34–36].

5. Propellers Avoidance Phenomenon and the Oil Price Effect

During the jet age, propeller specialists and companies struggled for their place in the industry.
After a period of uncertainty, they found it with the development of the turboprop. Since they first
emerged in the mid-1940s, turboprop engines were perceived as a temporary compromise between old
piston engines and advanced jet engines (see Figure 4, bottom left). This fact resulted in scarce efforts
towards technological developments in this type of power-plants and the few turboprop aircraft flying
in the late 1960s were still the same built in the 1950s. Though considered rather obsolete, the industry,
not seeing great prospects, was not particularly in a hurry to create a replacement for them. In the early
1970s, the use of propeller propulsion in large airframes was almost restricted to the military. However,
in 1973, a severe oil crisis [37] started to affect the whole aviation industry. High fuel consumption
of the jet engines previously perceived as a perfectly acceptable compromise for speed, associated
with prohibitive fuel prices (Figure 8), turned out to be a severe problem. Long-range transportation
by large aircraft remained profitable, but flights over short distances by regional vehicles were not
often paying off [38]. For the first time in decades, the jet propulsion dominance was questioned,
resulting in the industry and governments to chase for more efficient, alternative propulsive systems.
This economic environment stimulated work towards a reinvention of the propeller for increased air
transportation fuel efficiency.
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Figure 8. Crude Oil Prices from 1960 to 2020, nominal and real (corrected by the 2019 U.S. inflation).
1960–1985: Arabian Light posted at Ras Tanura; 1986–2020: Brent Spot. Price data source: U.S. Energy
Information Administration [39]. U.S. Consumer Price Index (CPI) to correct the prices for the 2019
inflation sourced from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics [40].

5.1. The Advanced Turboprop Project

One of the most remarkable works for increased air transportation fuel efficiency was the
Advanced Turboprop Project (ATP) [36]. The ATP was led by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) in the 1980s and represented the most relevant and promising work in
propeller propulsion up to date. NASA partnering with Boeing and General Electric developed a
modern and advanced propeller propulsion system that demonstrated high efficient cruise at Mach
0.65 to 0.80, leading to an overall fuel consumption reduction of 40 to 50 percent relative to turbofans
at the time. The flight tests were conducted in a modified B727-100 and McDonnell Douglas MD-80.
Later, Pratt & Whitney, cooperating with Allison, developed an even more efficient geared propfan
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unit that was tested in an MD-80 (Figure 9). In the 1980s, the Advanced Turboprop Project was
developing rapidly, and several new aircraft concepts were being considered for the 1990s. Some of
them were engine replacements in current aircraft, while others were new aircraft designs specifically
for turboprop/propfan installations.

(a) (b)
Figure 9. (a) Pratt & Whitney-Allison 578–DX geared propfan demonstrator engine, installed on an
MD-80 testbed aircraft. (b) General Electric GE36 demonstrator engine installed on the Boeing 727
testbed for flight testing in 1986–1987.

In the meantime, new regional twin-engine turboprop aircraft started to appear to compete with
the jets that were becoming too expensive to operate, and the interest for turboprop engines rose again
(see Figure 4, bottom right). However, as those new turboprop aircraft started to claim the regional
routes, a popular resistance, related to the idea of going back to propeller-driven airplanes, and what
it represented in terms of modernity and security, started a propeller avoidance phenomenon on
the travelers [3]. This negative perception affected the demand for these routes and impacted the
economic viability of the turboprop operated routes. At the same time, a sharp drop in fuel prices (see
Figure 8) put down all the research efforts in new and advanced propeller design programs like ATP.
The turboprop market decreased, and the competition increased.

Jet planes were more expensive, consumed more fuel, and were more demanding on infrastructure
but had better flight performance in factors such as cruise speed, range, and comfort, making them
more attractive to operators. This fact led to the lowest demand for turboprop airplanes in the civil
transportation market [41] making all those efforts to bring the propeller back to medium/long-haul
airliners never materialize.

On the other hand, since its appearance, turboprop aircraft conquered the military and defense
businesses. Models like the Lockheed C-130 Hercules and the Lockheed P-3 Orion, introduced in the
late 1950s, counting with different variants and updated versions, remain in service up to the present.
Their versatile airframe and unprecedented capability to use unprepared runways for takeoffs and
landings, made those tactical airlifters to spread out among many military forces worldwide. In the
1970s, Lockheed proposed a C-130 variant with turbofan engines rather than turboprops, but the
U.S. Air Force preferred the take-off performance of the existing aircraft [42]. Those characteristics
associated with all the accumulated military operational experience and improved performance are
demanding for the aircraft industry to come with civil, commercial variants. The Lockheed Martin’s
LM-100J is a civil derivative of the C-130J Super Hercules, the last major update to the military
C-130 family. The LM-100J commercial freighter received its type certificate from the Federal Aviation
Administration by the end of 2019, and it is expected to enter service by 2020. To answer the demand
for the military tactical airlift and compete with C-130J Super Hercules, Airbus introduced the A400M
Atlas in 2009. Equipped with four Europrop TP400-D6 turboprop engines, it has a maximum payload
capacity of 37 tons, positioning itself between the C-130J Super Hercules and the larger turbofan
Boeing C-17 Globemaster.
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The growing concern on fossil fuel outage, combined with the global environmental strategy is
increasing the oil price, forcing a paradigm shift in the whole transportation industry. New modern,
propeller-powered, hybrid aircraft concepts are emerging. The usage of partial electric power-plants
introduces part of the solution to one of the most significant handicaps of propellers in the last decades,
the increased ground noise levels. Recently, the Electric Aviation Group (EAG) unveiled the HERA
concept (see Figure 10), a Hybrid Electric Regional Aircraft with capacity for 70+ seats to be in service
by 2028.

Figure 10. EAG Hybrid Electric Regional Aircraft (HERA) (Photo:PRNewsfoto/EAG).

Reinforcing the prominent comeback of the propellers, in 2008, within the Clean Sky program,
the European Commission announced the Open Rotor demonstration program, targeting to reduce fuel
consumption and associated CO2 emissions by 30% compared with current turbofans. Led by Safran
(former Snecma), this program assembled a demonstrator in 2015 (see Figure 11), which performed the
ground-testing in 2017 at the Istres site in southern France [43].

Figure 11. Open Rotor prototype by Safran.

In response, other companies, like Rolls-Royce, have also been resuming the work and progress
from the 1980s ATP program to continue the development and testing on Open Rotor engines,
recognizing a clear market opportunity for such technologies in the near future [44].
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6. Is There a Future for Aircraft Propellers?

As seen in Section 3, on the one hand, the trend of increasing the bypass ratio in power-plants has
been the way to increase the aircraft energetic and economic viability. It has ended up by introducing
the gearbox turbofan (see Figure 5). On the other hand, the propeller (or propfan/open rotor fan)
can be seen as an ultra-high bypass ratio propulsive device. The gearbox was perceived as a serious
disadvantage that disappeared in relation to the recently introduced, geared turbofan. Nevertheless,
other disadvantages concerning the use of propellers need to be addressed: higher noise levels and
the maximum cruise speed limitation. In Section 4 is shown the acceptance in reducing the maximum
cruise speed on consecutive turbofan airliners. On July 16, 2020, Israir, a fairly small Israeli airline with
just seven planes in its fleet, including four Airbus A320 and three ATR 72-500, operated a flight from
Tel Aviv to Kiev with one of its turboprop ATR 72-500 instead of the A320 (turbofan) [45]. Curiously,
this route is stated at 1282 miles, considerably longer than the ATR 72-500 published range of 823 miles,
which suggests a low flight load and velocity. The ATR 72-500 performed the flight in 4 h 55 min,
while the A320 is capable of 3 h 25 min. Nevertheless, this shows that there are companies already
willing to sacrifice flight speed by replacing turbofan aircraft with smaller, more economically viable,
propeller-powered aircraft on considerably longer routes.

As stated in Section 5, since the 1970s, several factors were conditioning the broader use of
propellers in the civil, commercial aircraft industry. However, the military never dropped the use
of propeller aircraft. Their developments in the last decades, associated with current oil prices and
ecology strategies, are re-introducing the turboprop aircraft in the civil market.

Finally, the recent developments in future hybrid and electric aircraft brought new challenges to
the aircraft designer. When it comes to electric mobility, one of its most significant handicaps is the
low energy density of current batteries. Although no disruptive progress is made in that area, the best
approach to mitigate that obstacle is through better usage of the limited amount of energy that can be
stored. This leads the design approaches back to propeller propulsive systems due to its, more efficient,
ultra-high bypass ratios [46].

6.1. Multirotor Drone Emergence and the Future Personal Aerial Mobility

Multirotor drone emergence also re-introduced the propeller as the best-suited propulsion device
for low-speed, low-cost, and accessible small aircraft. Furthermore, the enthusiasm for unmanned
vehicles, alongside the broader access to technology, are accelerating the interest for personal aerial
mobility and package delivery. The present reality of exploding numbers of electric multi rotary-wing
drones is being followed by incorporating the fixed-wing flying mode into Vertical Take-off and
Landing (VTOL) aircraft for range increase. It is likely that in the near future, electric VTOL (eVTOL)
fixed-wing propeller aircraft will serve Uber-like personal mobility transportation systems. As a
response to the rising thin-haul and on-demand transportation market, a growing number of startups,
and more traditional companies like Airbus and Rolls-Royce are introducing smaller, mostly electric
VTOL aircraft for urban air mobility applications. In [47], a review of the current technology and
research in urban on-demand air mobility applications, including a comparison between 45 aircraft
models, is presented. It is noticeable that in these categories, the propellers and jet propulsion
still compete . However, the choice for the propeller-based propulsive systems is taking the lead.
The higher efficiency that jet-powered ducted fans offer for high speed, high altitude cruise is not likely
to be beneficial for urban applications, where lower speeds and altitudes are more common. In terms
of safety, the usage of distributed propulsion is present in almost every new design, allowing improved
propulsive efficiency and redundancy. The distributed propulsion takes advantage of typically smaller
propellers, also reducing the overall noise with lower tip speeds. Figure 12 shows some of the relevant
urban mobility contributions.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)
Figure 12. Examples of VTOL aircraft demonstrator vehicles for personal transportation. (a) Airbus
Vahana, by Airbus Urban Mobility. (b) Lilium Jet, by Lilium GmbH. (c) BlackFly, by Opener. (d) eVTOL,
by Rolls-Royce.

7. Conclusions

Since the jet age, aircraft design aimed for speed and drove the airliners cruise speeds up to Mach
0.85. However, the 21st century brought a new sharp rise in energy prices [48], and consequently,
a global economic crisis. At the same time, the global environmental consciousness is forcing the
reduction of engine emissions, driving recent investigations to suggest that future airliners may have
to reduce their design cruise Mach number [26]. Jet regional aircraft are, once again, becoming too
expensive to operate, and the demand for turboprop engines rose again. Through the previous
energetic crisis, the oil price has driven the progress and technological advance on propellers and their
demise in favor of jets, feeding the race to fly higher and faster for decades. The race for speed reached
its end, but the efforts to bring the propeller back to medium/long-haul airliners were abandoned
as the oil prices dropped. Presently, the higher the oil price, the more likely the propeller comeback
is becoming. The industry has played a more reactive than active role in this area. Nevertheless,
beyond efficiency, propellers always offered benefits that the jet engine could not. Better take-off
and landing performance allow transporting passengers to and from small regional airports. Also,
its lower cost allowed enthusiasts and aviators to use them in their recreational, general aviation
aircraft. In addition, the demand for turboprop aircraft increased due to a new wave of rising
fuel prices, especially in countries that do not have a developed airfield infrastructure. At the very
beginning of the 21st century, the propeller-driven airplane prevailed as a niche. However, this century
brought new challenges and priorities. Recurrent oil crises are making propellers, and their specific
advantages such as economic and environmental, the old answer to a prevailing problem. Therefore,
propellers may have a role to play in progress again, even for commercial aviation. Nevertheless,
the electric VTOL aircraft aimed for urban mobility seems like the new playground for propeller
innovation. As noticed in the previous sections, the propeller has a future and we may be experiencing
its rebirth in commercial aviation.
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Abstract: This paper proposes a new method for the simultaneous determination of the optimal
control parameters of proportional resonant controllers and the optimal design of the output filter
of a grid-tied three-phase inverter. The proposed method, based on the grey wolf optimization
(GWO) algorithm, addresses both optimization problems as a single process to achieve a better system
frequency response. It optimizes the unknown parameters by using a fitness function to find the
best trade-off between the following fundamental terms: the harmonic attenuation rate; the power
loss, through the damping resistor; and the current tracking error in the stationary frame, ensuring
the system and grid stability. To validate the proposed optimization methodology, two case studies
are considered with different output filter topologies with passive damping methods. The results
obtained from the proposed optimization procedure were analyzed and discussed according to the
fitness function terms.

Keywords: grid-tied inverter; grey wolf optimizer; PR controllers; LCL filter; passive damping

1. Introduction

The over-exploitation of non-renewable natural resources has led an overall environmental
degradation on the planet. A suitable alternative solution to mitigate the environmental degradation on
the planet is the use of renewable energy sources [1,2]. Nowadays, solar and wind energy are some of
the most attractive renewable energy sources for electrical energy production [3]. However, to correctly
accomplish the connection of this type of renewable production to the electrical grid, it is necessary to
use a grid-tied inverter [4]. There are some essential factors to ensure that the coupling between the
inverter and the electrical grid is carried out efficiently and meets the specified standards [5]. These
factors can be roughly divided into three categories: control structures, control parameters optimization,
and hardware configuration [6]. Different control structures have been applied and can be divided into
linear or non-linear structures. The most commonly used controllers with a nonlinear control structure
are hysteresis controllers, predictive controllers, and deadbeat controllers [7]. Hysteresis controllers
are widely used because of their characteristics: simple implementation, low cost, and fast dynamic
response [8,9]. However, these controllers have the disadvantages of introducing harmonics into the
current shape. Furthermore, they operate with a variable switching frequency, making the output filter
design more complex [10].

Predictive controllers estimate the future value of the output current based on the previous current
value. These controllers provide a more precise control and lower current shape distortion. However,
they require a detailed model of the system and its implementation is more complex [11]. In addition,
when model plant mismatches are presented, this will influence the control accuracy and a significant
performance degradation is observed [12]. Deadbeat controllers provide fast dynamics by forcing the
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system’s response to follow the current or voltage reference in the smallest number of time steps [13].
The deadbeat controllers require a detailed model plant and a higher sampling rate, and are very
sensitive to disturbances on the system’s inherent parameters.

Regarding linear control structures, the most widely used controllers found in the literature are
the proportional integral (PI) controllers and proportional resonant (PR) controllers [7]. PI controllers
are quite popular for their stability, efficiency, and good dynamic response to reference power change
and unbalanced grid faults conditions [14]. However, when applied to the stationary frame, this type
of controllers does not have the ability to follow a sinusoidal reference without a steady-state error [11].
To use this type of controller, it is necessary to transform the system variables into the synchronous
frame, which requires a large amount of trigonometric calculations.

To avoid the system variables’ transformations to the synchronous frame, PR controllers are
used, providing a high gain around the resonance frequency, enforcing a zero steady-state error.
Consequently, they present a faster control response, a simpler control structure, and a good capability
to compensate harmonics components [15]. Furthermore, it is possible to combine PR controllers
with selective harmonic compensators (HCs) to fulfill the constraints established by the IEEE-519 and
IEEE-1547 standards. Further, to increase the domain stability, in the case of grid frequency deviations,
several modifications to PR controllers have been proposed [7,16]. There are several methods in
the literature for designing these controllers [17]. However, few studies address this design as an
optimization process (tuning).

Indeed, optimization of control parameters is a fundamental aspect to maximize the efficiency and
robustness of the system. Through this optimization process, it is possible to guarantee the stability
of the system and, at the same time, improve its dynamic response in terms of overshoot, oscillation,
rising, and settling times. Many conventional, statistical, and metaheuristic methods have been used to
optimize the controller parameters. However, in recent years, the metaheuristic methods have emerged
as a competitive approach owing to their characteristics. Therefore, metaheuristic algorithms, such as
Cuckoo search optimization algorithm (CS) [18], grey wolf optimization algorithm (GWO) [19], fruit fly
optimization algorithm (FOA) [6], grasshopper optimization algorithm (GOA) [20], bat optimization
algorithm (BAT) [21], particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) [22], salp swarm optimization
algorithm (SSA) [23], and whale optimization algorithm (WOA) [24], have been widely applied to
optimize the controller parameters.

Another essential aspect to suppress the high-order harmonics introduced by the pulse-width
modulation (PWM) technique used in grid-tied inverters is the output filter design. Different passive
output filter topologies are used [25]. The L output filters are first-order filters that allow an attenuation
of 20 dB/dec. However, this type of output filter has poor performance at higher frequency components.
In this way, a large inductance is required to limit the high frequency switching ripple, which results
in a bulky and expensive passive filter [26]. By including a capacitance (C), it is possible to obtain a
second-order output filter (LC) that allows an attenuation of 40 dB/dec. This type of output filter has
higher efficiency, lower cost, and smaller dimensions. The LCL output filters are third-order filters that
allow an attenuation of 60 dB/dec and are a standard solution for grid-tied inverters. When compared
with the other two, this type of filter achieves greater attenuation of high frequency components.
However, the LC and LCL output filters have the disadvantage of introducing a resonance frequency in
the system, which can cause distortion in the output current shape and, at the worst-case scenario, loss
of stability.

To mitigate this disadvantage, several passive and active damping methods have been proposed in
the literature. Passive damping methods consist in introducing passive elements in the filter structure
and are classified in three groups: series passive damping (SPD), parallel passive damping (PPD), and
complex passive damping (CPD) [27]. These damping methods have less control complexity and are
more reliable, however, they introduce additional losses. On the other hand, active damping methods
are more efficient, but require more complex control, being more selective in their action; typically need
extra sensors; and are more sensitive to parameter uncertainties [28]. As a result, designing output
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filters and the corresponding damping method is a complex task because efficiency and damping effect
are antagonistic and interrelated goals. There are several methods in the literature based on analytical
solutions, simple approximations, and numerical and metaheuristic methods to obtain the LCL-filter
configuration fulfilling the grid requirements while incurring minimal energy storage and losses,
as well as total harmonic distortion (THD) [29–33]. In [30], the LCL filter elements were optimized
for minimum energy stored using an analytic solution. In [32], an optimal design of the LCL filter
based on a analytic solution was proposed. In [31], simple approximations were used to calculate
the values of the LCL filter elements and minimize the power losses. In [33], a combination of partial
direct-pole-placement and differential evolution algorithm was adopted to determine basic parameters
of the proportional resonant controller for the grid-tied inverters using the LCL filter. In [34], an
multiobjective evolutionary algorithm was used to design an LCL filter with minimum inductance cost,
maximum harmonic attenuation rate, and best current tracking effect.

This paper proposes a new method, based on the GWO optimization algorithm, to determine in a
single optimization process the optimal parameters of the PR current controllers and the design of the
output filter. The proposed method addresses both optimization problems as a single process, to achieve
a complete symbiosis and a better frequency response of the whole system. In addition, the fitness
function considered tries to achieve an agreement between the fundamental terms that maximize the
system efficiency. The proposed method considers the system and grid stability constraints to maximize
the harmonic attenuation rate, minimize the power loss through the damping resistor, and optimize
the current tracking error. To validate the proposed methodology, two case studies were considered,
with different output filter structures. The first case study was carried out with a series passive damping
(SPD) topology, commonly found in the literature, for comparison purposes. The second case study
consists in complex passive damping (CPD) topologies, as the design of the output filter is a complex
process and there is no optimal paradigm to do that. The simulation environment Matlab/Simulink®

was used to carry out the simulations. The results obtained from the proposed optimization procedure
are analyzed and discussed.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the control schemes used in grid-tied
inverters, emphasizing the current controllers and different output filters structures. Section 3 describes
the proposed methodology, namely, the output filter topologies used, the implemented current
controller, the implemented optimization algorithm, and the conditions of the optimization process.
Section 4 presents the results obtained from the proposed optimization procedure. Section 5 concludes
the paper and discusses the achieved results.

2. Control Schemes

In order to ensure the correct operation of a grid-tied inverter, a robust and effective control is
necessary, which guarantees compliance with all operating standards for this type of converter [5].
However, despite being transversal to all grid-tied inverters, this type of control is highly complex
and, therefore, has been studied with great interest by the scientific community. Figure 1 shows the
main control schemes that are used in grid-tied inverters. These control scheme can be divided in four
groups: in a first group, there is maximum power point tracking (MPPT), which controls the DC-DC
converter responsible for extracting the maximum power from endogenous and renewable sources [35];
the second group consists of the voltage control of the DC bus. This controller is responsible for
controlling the voltage on the DC bus, ensuring the energy balance of the system at any instant [36];
in a third group, there is a current control that ensures that the current injected to the electric grid
follows the specified reference; finally, in a fourth group, there is a control scheme associated to the
synchronism with the electrical grid and responsible for extracting its voltage characteristics [37].
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Figure 1. Main control schemes associated with a grid-tied inverter. MPPT, maximum power point
tracking; PLL, phase-locked loop.

To ensure compliance with the standards specified in [5], namely the total harmonic distortion
(THD), it is essential to optimize the current controller and the design of the output filter. The current
controllers and the output filters most widespread in the literature are presented below.

2.1. PR Current Controller

A well-established solution in the literatures is the use of PR controllers, illustrated in Figure 2.
These controllers are characterized by only having a high gain in their resonance frequency, allowing it
to achieve a zero steady-state error in the stationary frame.

Figure 2. Block diagram of the proportional resonant (PR) current controller. PI, proportional integral;
PWM, pulse-width modulation.

The ideal transfer function of PR controllers is expressed by Equation (1), where wn is the
resonant frequency of the controller and the parameters kp and kr are the proportional and resonant
gains, respectively.

H(s) = kp + kr
s

s2 + w2
n

(1)

In Figure 3, it is possible to see a comparison of the frequency responses of PI and ideal PR
controllers. Regarding the PI controllers, it is possible to verify that the gain of the PI controller is
inversely proportional to the frequency, losing the ability to cancel the steady state error with increasing
frequency [38]. PR controllers have a high gain around the resonance frequency and their bandwidth
depends on the value of kr-a small value creates a very narrow band, while a large value of kp will
cause a larger band around the resonance frequency.
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Figure 3. Frequency response of PI and ideal PR controllers, with kp = 5, ki = 800, kr = 800, and
wn = 214 rad/s.

To avoid stability problems resulting from the high gain in the resonance frequency, the non-ideal
transfer function of the PR controllers is used, expressed by Equation (2). In this transfer function,
the expression wc � wn is assumed, where wc is the bandwidth around the resonance frequency wn.

H(s) = kp +
2ki

(
wcs + w2

n

)
s2 + 2wcs + w2

n + w2
c
≈ kp +

2kiwcs
s2 + 2wcs + w2

n
(2)

Using Tustin’s approximation with pre-warped frequency [39] to discretize the system expressed

by Equation (2), that is, considering s =
wn

tan
(

wnTs
2

)
︸�����︷︷�����︸

kt

z−1
z+1 , we get the following:

H(s) = kp +

(
b0 + b1z−2

a0 + a1z−1 + a2z−2

)
(3)

where
b0 = 2krwckt (4)

b1 = −2krwckt (5)

a0 = K2
t + 2wckt + w2

n (6)

a1 = 2w2
n − 2k2

t (7)

a2 = K2
t − 2wckt + w2

n (8)

In Figure 4, we can see the frequency response of the non-ideal PR controller in the continuous
and discrete domains. As can be seen, there is a high bandwidth around the resonance frequency,
allowing to increase its stability and robustness in situations of grid frequency deviations. Furthermore,
the gain is now finite, but still relatively high for enforcing a zero steady-state error.
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Figure 4. Frequency response of the non-ideal PR controller in the continuous and discrete domains,
with kp = 5, kr = 800, wn = 314 rad/s, and wc = 10 rad/s.

2.2. Output Filter Topologies

Several output filter topologies have been documented in the literature to improve the coupling
between the inverter and the electric grid, by limiting the current harmonics injected in the point of
common coupling (PCC) [40]. The most common output filters are the L, LC, and LCL filters, illustrated
in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Representation of the output filter structure of the grid-tied inverter.

The output filters L, where Z1 is finite, Z2 is infinite, and Z3 equal to zero, are first order filters with
an attenuation of 20 dB/dec. The ideal transfer function of this type of filter is given by Equation (9).

H(s) =
igrid

uinv

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ugrid = 0
zgrid = 0

=
1
Ls

(9)

The output filters (LC), where Z1 is finite, Z2 is finite, and Z3 equal to zero, are second-order filters
that allow an attenuation of 40 dB/dec. This type of structure exhibits greater performance in the
attenuation of high frequency components. However, it introduces a resonant frequency in the system,
causing distortions in the output current shape or loss of stability. The ideal transfer function of this
type of filter is expressed by Equation (10).

H(s) =
ugrid

uinv

∣∣∣∣∣
zgrid=0

=
1

s2LC + 1
(10)

The LCL filters, considering Z1, Z2, and Z3 are finite, are third order filters that allow an attenuation
of 60 dB/dec. This type of structure offers greater attenuation of the high frequency components when
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compared with the filters previously described. The ideal transfer function of LCL filters is given by
Equation (11).

H(s) =
igrid

uinv

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ugrid = 0
zgrid = 0

=
1

s3L1L2C + s(L1 + L2)
(11)

Figure 6 shows six passive damping topologies that can be classified into three groups: series
passive damping (SPD); parallel passive damping (PPD), and complex passive damping (CPD) [27].
Figure 6a shows an SPD topology commonly found in the literature, consisting of the introduction
of an Rd resistance in the capacitor branch. The PPD topology, illustrated in Figure 6b,c, consists of
introducing a resistance in parallel in the structure of the output filter in order to have a proper damping
effect and stability. Figure 6d–f illustrate three CPD topologies that consist of introducing an impedance
path (composed by resistors, inductors and capacitors) in parallel/series with the capacitor. With this
type of topology, it is possible to reduce the power loss in the damping resistor at the fundamental
and high order harmonics, and thus achieve greater efficiency. However, its design is a more complex
process and there is no optimal paradigm to determine the filter elements.

Figure 6. Output filters topologies with passive damping. (a) SPD topology commonly found in the
literature; (b,c) consists of introducing a resistance in parallel in the structure of the output filter in order
to have a proper damping effect and stability; (d–f) three CPD topologies that consist of introducing an
impedance path (composed by resistors, inductors and capacitors) in parallel/series with the capacitor.

3. Optimization Procedure

To determine the optimum parameters of the PR controllers and the design of the output filter, a
single optimization procedure was used. Although this optimization is a more complex computational
task, it provides a better frequency response of the system because both frequency responses are
correlated and their performances are mutually affected. To validate the proposed methodology, two
case studies with four different structures of output filters were considered, as shown in Figure 7.
The first case study consists of an SPD topology commonly found in the literature, for comparison
purposes. Therefore, the optimization problem with topology 1 consists in determining the optimal
values for the six unknown parameters τ =

[
L1, L2, C,Rd, kr, kp

]
. As the design of the output filter is a

complex process and there is no optimal paradigm, three CPD topologies were used in the second case
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study. The optimization problem with topology 2 involves the determination of optimal values for
the seven unknown parameters τ =

[
L1, L2, C,Cd, Rd, kr, kp

]
. For topologies 3 and 4, the optimization

problem consists in determining the seventh and eighth unknown parameters τ =
[
L1, L2, C,Ld, Rd, kr, kp

]
and τ =

[
L1, L2, C,Cd, Ld, Rd, kr, kp

]
, respectively. For simulation purposes, the system illustrated in

Figure 7 was implemented, consisting of a three-phase three-wire inverter topology with an SPWM
with a switching frequency of 20 kHz.

Figure 7. System representation with the output filter topologies used.

Equations (12)–(15) show the transfer function that relates the current grid (igrid) with the converter
voltage (uinv) of the four topologies, used to validate the proposed methodology.

H(s) =
igrid

uinv

∣∣∣∣∣∣ ugrid = 0
zgrid = 0

=
RdCs + 1

s3L1L2C + s2RdC(L1 + L2) + s(L1 + L2)
(12)

H(s) =
igrid

uinv

∣∣∣∣∣∣
ugrid=0

=
RdCds + 1

s4L1L2CCdRd + s3L1L2(C + Cd) + s2RdCd(L1 + L2) + s(L1 + L2)
(13)

H(s) =
igrid
uinv

∣∣∣∣ ugrid = 0
zgrid = 0

=
s2LdRdC+sLd+Rd

s4L1L2LdC+s3RdC(L1L2+L1Ld+L2Ld)+s2(L1Ld+L2Ld)+sRd(L1+L2)
(14)

H(s) =
igrid
uinv

∣∣∣∣ ugrid = 0
zgrid = 0

=
s2LdRdCd+sLd+Rd

s5L1L2LdCCdRd + s4L1L2LdC + s3Rd(L1L2(C + Cd) + L1LdCd + L2LdCd) + . . .
+s2(L1L2LdC + L1Ld + L2Ld) + sRd(L1 + L2)

(15)

The implemented control structure is presented in Figure 8. PR controllers were used in both axes
of the stationary frame (α and β) and implemented through Equations (3)–(8). The synchronization
with the grid is performed using the second order generalized integrator phase-locked loop (SOGI-PLL)
algorithm, characterized by Equations (16) and (17) with a sampling frequency of 20 kHz.

Hd(s) =
ûd

ugrid
=

kwns
s2 + kwns + w2

n
(16)

Hq(s) =
ûq

ugrid
=

kw2
n

s2 + kwns + w2
n

(17)
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Figure 8. Implemented control structure. SOGI-PLL, second order generalized integrator
phase-locked loop.

This synchronization method has the advantage of selectively rejecting all frequencies, except for
a certain bandwidth adjusted by the gain k regardless of the resonance frequency wn, without any lag.

Proposed Methodology

The proposed methodology is based on the grey wolf optimization (GWO) algorithm. It is a
meta-heuristic algorithm proposed by [41] that mimics the social leadership and hunting behavior
of grey wolves (agents). Its social leadership has a rigid and hierarchical structure, divided into four
types of agents: the dominant agent is called alpha (α); second in the hierarchy is the beta agent (β);
immediately below is the delta agent (δ); and finally, the lowest position in the social hierarchy is
occupied by the omega agents (ω). Hunting behavior is divided into four stages: encircling prey,
hunting, attacking prey, and searching for prey. The dynamics and harmony of these four stages
establish the balance between the mechanisms of diversification and intensification and are coordinated
through two control parameters, described by Equations (18) and (19):

a = 2− 2
t

Maxiter
(18)

Ad = 2ar− a (19)

where r is a random number between [0, 1], Maxiter is the number of maximum allowed iterations, and
t is the current iteration. The searching for prey stage, which occurs when |Ad| > 1, forces agents to
diverge from the best solution found so far (xα), favouring the search for new solutions in unexplored
regions (diversification mechanism). The remaining stages favour the intensification mechanism,
forcing the construction of solutions in promising regions already explored. For a multidimensional
search space, the new position of each agent is expressed by Equations (20)–(22).

Dα,d =
∣∣∣Cdxα,d(t) − xna,d(t)

∣∣∣, Dβ,d =
∣∣∣Cdxβ,d(t) − xna,d(t)

∣∣∣, Dδ,d =
∣∣∣Cdxδ,d(t) − xna,d(t)

∣∣∣ (20)

x1,d = xα,d(t) −AdDα,d, x2,d = xβ,d(t) −AdDβ,d, x3,d = xδ,d(t) −AdDδ,d (21)

xna,d(t + 1) =
x1,d + x2,d + x3,d

3
(22)

where d represents the dimension of the search-space, na is the agent number of the population np, xα
is the position of the alpha agent, xβ is the position of the beta agent, xδ is the position of the delta
agent, and Cd is a random number within [0, 2].

Figure 9 presents the flowchart of the proposed method, where, firstly, all variables and all
parameters referring to GWO are initialized, such as the dimension of the problem, the control
parameters, the lower (lb) and upper (ub) bounds, the number of agents of the population, and the
iterations limit. The parameters for each configuration were confined within the boundaries indicated
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in Table 1. These boundaries were chosen in accordance with the literature to include a comprehensive
set of solutions.

Figure 9. Fluxogram of the proposed method.

Table 1. Optimization boundaries for each output filter topology.

Parameters Topology 1 Topology 2 Topology 3 Topology 4

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

Lower
Bound

Upper
Bound

L1 (mH) 0.01 4 0.01 4 0.01 4 0.01 4

L2 (mH) 0.01 4 0.01 4 0.01 4 0.01 4

Ld (mH) 0.01 4 0.01 4

C (μF) 1 × 10−5 10 1 × 10−5 10 1 × 10−5 10 1 × 10−5 10

Cd (μF) 1 × 10−5 2.5 1 × 10−5 0.5

Rd (Ω) 0.5 200 0.5 200 0.5 200 0.5 200

kp 100 600 100 600 100 600 100 600

kr 1 × 103 25 × 104 1 × 103 25 × 104 1 × 103 25 × 104 1 × 103 25 × 104

In the optimization process, 30 agents were used. After the initialization of the variables and
parameters, a random initial positioning of the agents was performed within the search space.
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The performance of each agent was evaluated through a fitness function ( fobj), where the problem was
formulated as the minimization of Equation (23), subject to the restrictions shown in Table 1.

fobj =

f irst term︷����������������������︸︸����������������������︷√
1
n
∑n

i=1

(
iα,β − i∗α,β

)2

max
(
i∗α,β

) +

second term︷������︸︸������︷√∑∞
h=2 ih

i1
+

third term︷���������︸︸���������︷√∑n
i=1 Ploss

0.1Pnom
(23)

The fitness function tries to achieve a complete symbiosis and harmony between three fundamental
terms to maximize the efficiency of the system. The first term of Equation (23) quantifies the error
between the current reference and the current measured in the stationary frame, through normalized
root-mean-square error (NRMSE), allowing the determination of the optimum parameters of the PR
current controller. The remaining terms of Equation (23) search a balance between antagonistic and
fundamental terms for the correct design of the output filter, as they quantify the damping effect and
power loss. Thus, the second term quantifies the total harmonic distortion (THD) present in the output
current, allowing to measure the distortion of the current waveform. Finally, the third term quantifies
the power loss in the damping resistor.

After the agents’ evaluation, the three best in minimizing the fobj and their respective position
(xα, xβ and xδ) are determined and used to calculate the movement of the remaining population,
as described above by Equations (20)–(22). To prevent agents from traveling outside the search
space, during the successive iterations, the random positioning strategy was implemented. In this
strategy, if any of the limits (lower or upper bounds) are exceeded, the movement of the agent is
modified, ensuring that the new positioning is within the search space. This procedure is expressed by
Equation (24).

xna,d(t + 1) = lbd + (ubd − lbd)r (24)

The recursive process ends as soon as the stopping criterion is reached. In particular, the stopping
criterion used consists of the maximum number of permitted iterations (Maxiter = 200).

4. Simulation and Results

To validate the performance of the proposed method in determining the optimal parameters of the
PR controllers and the optimal design of the output filter, two case studies were performed. The first
case study was carried out with an SPD topology commonly found in the literature and the second
case study with three different CPD topologies.

The system represented in Figures 7 and 8 was developed in Matlab/Simulink® simulation
environment and the computing tasks were implemented on a computer with an Intel® Xeon® processor
E5-1620 @ 3.60 GHz CPU, 8 GB RAM, and with Windows 10 Professional 64-bit operating system.

4.1. First Case Study—SPD Topology

The results obtained in the first case study (topology 1), using the proposed method, are presented
in Table 2. The optimization process reached a fitness value of 0.3210, where almost 90% of the fitness
value is related to NRMSE, which quantifies the error of the PR current controllers in both axes of the
stationary frame. Both PR controllers present a similar performance. However, the PR controller in the
α-frame has a slightly higher performance.

Table 2. Obtained parameters for topology 1. SPD, series passive damping.

Parameters L1 (mH) L2 (mH) C (μF) Rd (Ω) kr kp fobj

Topology SPD 4 0.723 0.868 4.63 86,245.556 180.198 0.3210
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The second term of the fitness function that quantifies the THD value reached a value of 0.0195,
which satisfies the constraints established by the IEEE-519 and IEEE-1547 standards. Finally, the third
term of the fitness function quantifies the power loss in the damping resistor, and obtained a value of
0.0013, which corresponds to a root mean square (RMS) value of 1.5 W.

Figure 10a illustrates the frequency response of the output filter, optimized by the proposed
method. It is possible to observe an attenuation of 60 dB/dec for high frequencies and an attenuation of
20 dB/dec for frequencies between 10 Hz and the resonance frequency (6.85 KHz). A slight amplification
around the resonance frequency is visible, resulting from the trade-off between the damping effect and
the power loss. In addition, the output filter stability is ensured with a gain margin of 38.11 dB and a
phase margin of 113.57 degrees. Figure 10b shows the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the output current,
where a low switching noise around the switching frequency and below the resonance frequency can
be noticed.

Figure 10. Output filter with topology 1, optimized with the proposed method. (a) Bode diagram;
(b) fast Fourier transform.

To validate and compare the proposed methodology in the SPD topology, an analytical method
was implemented for the design of the output filter, proposed by [42]. For this, an attenuation factor ka
of 20% and a maximum allowed ripple on output current of 10% were considered. As a result, a value
of 1.4 mH was obtained for L1 inductor, 0.2 mH for L2 inductor, 18.37 μF for capacitor C, and 0.3510 Ω
for the damping resistance. Figure 11a shows the frequency response of the calculated filter, where a
resonance frequency of 8.2 KHz, an attenuation for high frequencies of 60 dB/dec, a gain margin of
26.71 dB, and a phase margin of 89.99 degrees can be observed.

Additionally, for comparison purposes, in terms of FFT and THD, the same experimental procedure
with the same operating conditions was performed. In Figure 11b, it is possible to observe the power
spectrum of the output current obtained through the analytic method. When compared with the
proposed method in terms of FFT and THD, it presents a similar noise around the switching frequency.
However, it is possible to notice a lower attenuation in the harmonic components of the low frequency
current. Another indicator of the signal harmonic distortion is the THD value, which in this case
is 7.08%.

Figure 12 presents the values of the fitness function terms obtained by both methods. The proposed
method achieves a 27% reduction in the fitness value. The most significant reduction occurred in the
value of THD and in the current tracking error in the β-frame. In addition, the proposed method
presents a lower power loss in the damping resistor, which is contradictory to the expected results.
This is because the proposed method addresses both optimization problems (PR controllers and output
filter design) as a single process, allowing a symbiosis and a better frequency response of the system.
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Figure 11. Output filter with topology 1, calculated through the conventional analytic method. (a) Bode
diagram; (b) fast Fourier transform.

Figure 12. Fitness values obtained from the proposed method (left bar) and from the analytical method
(right bar). NRMSE, normalized root-mean-square error; THD, total harmonic distortion.

4.2. Second Case Study—CPD Topologies

The results obtained for the CPD topologies using the proposed method are summarized in
Table 3. The values of the fitness function show that all topologies obtained a similar performance.
However, topology 2 achieved the best performance with a fitness value of 0.317; followed by topology
4 with a fitness value of 0.322; and, finally, topology 3 with a fitness value of 0.323. The NRMSE value
obtained by the controllers in the α-frame is similar in all CPD topologies. Despite this, concerning the
controllers in the β-frame, it is topology 4 that presents a lower NRMSE value. Regarding the total
harmonic distortion, all topologies satisfy the constraints established by the IEEE-519 and IEEE-1547
standards. However, topology 2 stands out with a THD of 2.45%, followed by topology 4 with a THD
of 2.73%, and lastly topology 3 with a value of 2.81%. Regarding the power loss in the damping resistor,
the best configuration was topology 2 with an RMS value of 0.5 W, followed by topology 3 with an
RMS value of 4.33 W, and finally topology 4 with an RMS value of 8.89 W.
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Table 3. Obtained parameters for filter topologies 2, 3, and 4.

Parameters L1 (mH) L2 (mH) Ld (mH) C (μF) Cd (μF) Rd (Ω) kr kp fobj

Topology 2 3.7 0.135 4.71 1.68 2.42 78,945.05 173.13 0.317
Topology 3 3.8 0.729 0.41 6.08 82.3 93,109.50 199.24 0.323
Topology 4 3.78 2.44 2.91 3.86 2.72 172.73 129,451.34 287.27 0.322

Figure 13 illustrates the frequency responses of the output filters with the CPD topologies,
optimized by the proposed method. It is possible to verify that both topologies have a similar
behaviour in the attenuation of low frequency components. However, topology 4 presents a slight
superiority in attenuating the components in that range. Regarding the attenuation of high frequency
components, the behaviour of the three topologies is different. Topology 3 has the worst performance
with an attenuation of 40 dB/dec. The remaining topologies (2 and 4) exhibit an attenuation of 60 dB/dec,
although topology 4 presents a slightly superior performance in the attenuation of these components.
Regarding the gain margin, topology 2 achieved a higher gain of 10.40 dB, followed by topology 4 with
a gain of 6.05 dB, and lastly topology 3 with a gain of 5.06 dB. In terms of phase margin, all topologies
present a similar value of 113 degrees.

Figure 13. Bode diagram of the frequency response from filter with topologies 2, 3, and 4, obtained
from the proposed method.

The fast Fourier transforms (FFTs) of the output currents of the three CPD topologies, optimized
by the proposed method, are shown in Figure 14. Comparing the three FFTs, it is possible to verify that
topology 4 exhibits the greatest attenuation for high frequency components, as shown in Figure 14c.
The topology that offers the worst performance in this operating range is topology 3, as illustrated
in Figure 14b. This is because topology 3 presents a 40 dB/dec attenuation for the high frequency
components, as shown in Figure 13. In relation to THD, topology 2 has the best result with a
value of 2.45%. The remaining topologies (3 and 4) present similar THD values with 2.81% and
2.73%, respectively.
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Figure 14. Fast Fourier transform of the frequency response for the three CPD filter topologies, obtained
from the proposed method. (a) Topology 2; (b) topology 3; (c) topology 4.

Lastly, in Figure 15, it is possible to analyze the different terms of the fitness function for the three
CPD topologies. All the three topologies reached similar fitness function values. However, topology 2
has the lowest value (0.317); followed by topology 4 with a value of 0.322; and, finally, topology 3 with
a value of 0.323. Regarding the current tracking error, the NRMSE of the controllers in the α-frame
is similar in all CPD topologies. However, the β-frame topology 4 exhibits a slightly lower NRMSE.
The most expressive differences between each topologies are related to the power loss and the THD
value. Once again, topology 2 stands out, reaching the lowest values in both power loss and THD.
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Figure 15. Fitness values obtained from the proposed method with topology 2 (left bar), topology 3
(centre bar), and topology 4 (right bar).

5. Conclusions

This paper proposed a new method to simultaneously determine the optimal control parameters
of PR controllers and optimize the design of the output filter of a grid-tied three-phase inverter.
The proposed method, based on the GWO algorithm, addresses both optimization problems as a single
process, to achieve a complete symbiosis and a better system frequency response. It optimizes the
parameters through an objective function that obtains the best trade-off between some fundamental
terms: the harmonic attenuation rate, the power loss through the damping resistor, and the current
tracking error. To validate the proposed methodology, two case studies were considered, with different
output filter structures. The results obtained were analyzed according to three fundamental terms,
in order to maximize the efficiency of the system. The first term quantifies the error between the current
reference and the current measured in the stationary frame, through normalized root-mean-square
deviation (NRMSE). The remaining terms quantify the total harmonic distortion and the power
loss in the damping resistor. The different optimized topologies achieve an excellent performance,
presenting a similar behavior. However, the results showed that topology 2 achieved a slightly superior
performance, in terms of both THD and power loss in the damping resistor. In view of the above, it is
possible to conclude the validity of the proposed methodology in both optimization problems.
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Abstract: The backbone of a conventional electrical power generation system relies on hydro-thermal
coordination. Due to its intrinsic complex, large-scale and constrained nature, the feasibility of
a direct approach is reduced. With this limitation in mind, decomposition methods, particularly
Lagrangian relaxation, constitutes a consolidated choice to “simplify” the problem. Thus, translating
a relaxed problem approach indirectly leads to solutions of the primal problem. In turn, the dual
problem is solved iteratively, and Lagrange multipliers are updated between each iteration using
subgradient methods. However, this class of methods presents a set of sensitive aspects that often
require time-consuming tuning tasks or to rely on the dispatchers’ own expertise and experience.
Hence, to tackle these shortcomings, a novel Lagrangian multiplier update adaptative algorithm is
proposed, with the aim of automatically adjust the step-size used to update Lagrange multipliers,
therefore avoiding the need to pre-select a set of parameters. A results comparison is made against
two traditionally employed step-size update heuristics, using a real hydrothermal scenario derived
from the Portuguese power system. The proposed adaptive algorithm managed to obtain improved
performances in terms of the dual problem, thereby reducing the duality gap with the optimal
primal problem.

Keywords: hydro-thermal coordination; Lagrangian relaxation; Lagrangian dual problem;
Lagrange multipliers; subgradient methods; step-size update algorithm

1. Introduction

The objective of short-term hydro-thermal coordination is to optimize electricity generation [1],
meaning to find an optimal generation dispatch, or close to ideal, for all the thermal and hydro
units available in a system. This ensures the total operation cost is minimized within horizons
ranging from one day to one week (168 h), taking into account the entire system and its individual
constraints [2–5] and with a planning period (discrete time-step), typically set from hour to hour [5].
In other words, this crucial process is responsible for scheduling the start-up and shutdown of
thermal units (binary level decisions), in coordination with hydro plants, to ensure the continuity of
electricity supply with appropriate levels of spinning reserve, while minimizing the operating costs [6].
This scheduling constitutes a unit commitment (UC) problem, where the dispatch policy of the thermal
units is made in such a way that the total cost (operating cost, starting cost and shut down cost) is
minimal over a pre-defined time-horizon. In addition, a series of operational constraints needs to be
fulfilled, thus reducing the freedom of choice to turn a thermal unit on or off. In this regard, we are
primarily speaking about the load balance constraint, i.e., ensuring that our electric energy demand
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is satisfied, yet further constraints include spinning reserve constraints, minimum connected time,
minimum time off, generation capacity limits, group restrictions, water restrictions, etc. [7].

Therefore, we can understand why short-term hydro-thermal coordination, in a framework where
hydro and thermal power plants are the backbone of conventional power systems (consolidated power
generation technologies), is such an important subject for power producers. Moreover, is one of the
most complex problems to solve in power system engineering [1,8] due to its inherent large-scale and
non-linear and combinatorial nature. This explains why, over the last decades, it has been the subject
of intense research in the fields of operation and optimization of electric power systems [1,2,9,10].

Thus, a broad spectrum of methods has tried to solve short-term hydro-thermal coordination,
and they can be generally divided into two categories: mathematical methods and deterministic
methods [5,7]. In the realm of conventional approaches we can highlight Benders Decomposition [11],
Lagrangian Relaxation [1,2,12], Improved LR [13], Dynamic Programming (PD), Nonlinear
Programming [14], Dynamic Non-Linear Programming [15], Augmented Lagrangian [16], mixed integer
linear programming [17–19], logarithmic size mixed-integer linear programming [20] and nonlinear
programming [21], among several others. However, even with this wide array of classical optimization
methods a perfectly tailored solution is hard to find, and in general terms the complexity of short-term
hydro-thermal coordination has a negative effect on the computing efficiency [19]. Besides, problems
of different nature arise with the use of classical approaches, which may impact the performance,
mainly scheduling problems [22], slower convergence, premature convergence, computational cost,
problems to deal with the nonlinearity and non-convexity, the need to perform problem simplifications,
etc. In addition, classical deterministic methods typically rely upon single path search methods, which
may help in terms of convergence speed but can be tricky in the presence of non-smooth surfaces [23].

A consolidated trend has been the growing application of evolutionary/heuristic methods and
methods of artificial intelligence, in addition to new deterministic heuristics. Hence, we can mention
neural networks [24], Cuckoo Search [25], Differential Evolution [26,27], Grey Wolf Optimizer [28],
Improved Bacterial Foraging Algorithm [29] and a hybrid approach combining Artificial Bee Colony
and the Bat algorithm [22], among others. For example, in [30] by using two different case studies,
with and without pumping-storage capability and considering different constraints, the authors tested
the effectiveness of different Accelerated Particle Swarm Optimization variants. In another instance,
an Improved harmony search algorithm was employed on a non-linear, non-convex, short-term
hydrothermal scheduling [31], among many others. However, in general these machine learning
and population-based methods require a significant computational effort to solve the problem for
an hourly discretized weeklong time-horizon, i.e., for large-scale problems (with a high number of
dimensions) its effectiveness drops significantly. In addition, they can frequently end up finding only
suboptimal solutions [4,21]. Besides, these metaheuristic methods often rely on a population search to
find an optimal solution, turning them into large-scale problems (many dimensions and numbers of
search agents), and occasionally several runs are required to find an optimal solution, as premature
stagnation or slow convergence may occur.

Due to the presence of multiple sets of constraints, decomposition techniques appear as a natural
option to solve this problem [1,10]. Consequently, Lagrangian Relaxation (LR) is one of these preferred
decomposition techniques to tackle the short-term hydro-thermal coordination problem [6,12,32,33].
The fundamentals behind LR are to use Lagrange multipliers to relax system constraints such as load
demand and reserve requirements. The primal problem is then converted into a two-level structure
(subproblems). Given a set of multipliers, all subproblems are resolved at the low level, one for
each unit, and the multipliers are updated at the high level. Multipliers are obtained by solving the
dual problem, and the feasibility of solving the primal problem is usually obtained based on the dual
solution [2,3], i.e., the primal problem is a byproduct of the dual problem solution. Finally, the solution
is translated in dispatch generation decisions to meet the demand.

To update Lagrange multipliers, a common approach is to apply subgradient methods, where the
step-size update procedure represents a sensible decision and often depends on ad-hoc testing.
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This easy-to-implement approach, however, has some limitations, particularly the computational
inefficiency and tendency for oscillating solutions. Two other common alternatives are the
Bundle method, which in essence is another subgradient method based on a bundle of subgradients
from previous iterations, and the Cutting Plane method, which adds new constraints to reduce the size
of the feasible region. For example, in [34,35] evolutionary programming with a Gaussian mutation is
used to update the multipliers, and in both, parameters are chosen considering convergence criteria.
Following the vast existing literature on this subject, and to avoid sensible user dependence concerning
the parameter choice, an adaptative algorithm is proposed in this work for an enhanced use of the
LR technique for short-term hydro-thermal coordination. Additionally, it is important to refer that
this paper is an extended version of work published in [36]; we expand on the formulation and the
framework of the short-term hydro-thermal coordination problem, add a second case study, refine the
results analysis and improve the figures.

Hence, we can summarize the main contributions of this work as follows:

1. Identify a weakness in the classical update mechanism of the step-size used in the
subgradient method.

2. Propose an adaptative Lagrangian multiplier update algorithm that, as its name suggests,
dynamically updates the step-size value and subsequently the Lagrange multipliers, so that the
dual function converges towards its optimum in a pre-arranged number of iterations.

3. The LR technique is then used with the proposed adaptative update algorithm to solve a
real large-scale, short-term hydro-thermal coordination problem, using data from the largest
Portuguese electric utility company in two different scenarios.

4. For validation purposes, the algorithm is tested against two traditional step-size update heuristics
with different initial parameter values.

5. Finally, the results comparison in both case studies revealed a sizeable advantage in terms of
dual problem solution (error reduction) in favor of the proposed adaptative algorithm, therefore
reducing the duality gap with the primal problem. Thus, a better allocation of the complex and
vast hydro and thermal resources is obtained.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a brief description of the
primal problem. Section 3 explains the Lagrangian dual problem. Section 4 introduces subgradient
methods and the motivation for the proposed algorithm, introduced in Section 5. Results and discussion
for the two case studies are provided in Section 6, and finally, Section 7 presents the conclusion of
this work.

2. The Primal Problem

The hydro-thermal coordination problem is a non-linear, large-scale, non-convex and combinatorial
problem by nature. It can be understood as the task of establishing a map of feasible operations for each
generation unit available in an electrical power system at the lowest cost for a predefined time horizon,
in order to satisfy the expected load demand and a set of other system restraints. Typically, the time
horizon considered is from one to seven days, and the discrete time-step (in which decisions are made)
is a one-hour period. This problem is treated as deterministic, and whenever it is necessary to include
stochastic quantities such as load diagram and reservoir inflows, their expected values are used.

In this manner, a primal problem (P) is non-convex and non-linear and can be mathematically
formulated as shown in Equations (1)–(6). The total operating cost for all resources (units) and over
the entire considered period, K, is defined in Equation (1) and is the problem’s objective function,
i.e., evaluates the performance of each admissible solution. The cost function, Cik

(
xi,k−1, pik, uik

)
, is a

measure that evaluates the decision made in each state, since there is an operating cost associated
with the state transition (from xi,k−1 to xik), which delivers the power pik, determined by the control
decision uik, for each unit i at time k. The following three Equations (2)–(4) represent the set of global
constraints. Firstly, Equation (2) translates the (global) demand–supply balance restraint, where Dk
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is the required load demand that needs to be served by the power output of each resource i in hour
k, pik. Moreover, for simplicity purposes transmission losses were not considered. In turn, Inequality
(3) represents all the hourly system capacity requirement constraints, i.e., constraints like the spinning
and operating reserve requirements. Rmi translates the capacity contribution function associated with
resource i for the system capacity requirement of type m, while Rreq

mk is the mth-type system capacity
requirement in hour k [5].

Additionally, Inequality (4) represents all the cumulative constraints, such as the limitation on
emission by a group of units over the scheduling time horizon or the amount of consumed fuel,
whereHn stands for the set of thermal units on the nth cumulative constraint, Hni is the function which
describes a contribution of thermal unit i–nth cumulative constraint, Hreq

n is the upper bound on nth
cumulative constraint and N is the set of cumulative constraints [37].

In turn, Equations (5) and (6) represent the set of local constraints, the state Equation (5) of each
resource i at a time k. This equation allows us to obtain the state of each resource xik and its contribution
pik to satisfy demand, whatever the decision uik. Last of all, in (6) the domain of admissible values for
the control variables, as well as for the initial and final state, are defined for each individual resource i.

P Min
u

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

Cik
(
xi,k−1, pik, uik

)
(1)

Subject to
I∑

i=1

pik = Dk i = 1, . . . , I ∧ k = 1, . . . , K (2)

I∑
i=1

Rmi(xik, pik) ≥ Rreq
mk m = 1, . . . , M (3)

K∑
k=1

∑
i∈Hn

Hni(xik, pik, uik) ≥ Hreq
n n = 1, . . . , N (4)

and wherein
(xik, pik) = Aik

(
xi,k−1, uik

)
i = 1, . . . , I ∧ k = 1, . . . , K (5)

uik ∈ Uik xi0 ∈ X0
i xik ∈ XK

i
i = 1, . . . , I ∧ k = 1, . . . , K

(6)

Although the objective function is a separable function in resources and hours, this problem,
by its formulation and due to collective constraints, does not allow this separability, providing extreme
complexity to the minimization problem. In other words, the optimum value cannot be found by the
sum of the various suboptimal (separately) results from each resource. Thus, we are facing a problem
of unrestrainable dimension, for which a direct approach is not viable.

The primal problem defined in this study approaches the short-term hydro-thermal coordination
considering the generation resources available to the electric utilities company, to match the system-wide
load demand over a weekly time-period, while fulfilling a set of other global and local constraints.

3. Lagrangian Dual Problem

As discussed, the primal problem is difficult to solve using conventional nonlinear optimization
techniques. A preferable path is to decompose the problem constraints and transfer them to the
objective function, i.e., to solve the dual problem, rather than solving the primal problem directly.
We know beforehand that the optimal solution of the relaxed problem is a lower bound (good estimate)
of the optimal solution of the initial problem [2,10,38].
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This is achieved by relaxing the constraints, i.e., weakening of the problem (P), that in practical
terms means open the possibility to breach the imposed constraints. However, relaxed restrictions are
not completely ignored since its violations are linearly penalized in the Lagrange function (an added
cost associated with violating each constraint).

We can write the Lagrange function (L) for problem (P) by relaxing its global constraint,
as expressed in Equation (7), where λ, μ and γ are the Lagrange multiplier vectors associated with the
load-balance constraint, capacity constraints and cumulative constraints, respectively. These Lagrange
multipliers are expressed in units of cost per unit of the parameters of their associated constraint,
which in the case of Equation (2) is given in $/GW.

L
(
xi,k−1, pik, uik,λ,μ,γ

)
=

K∑
k=1

I∑
i=1

Cik
(
xi,k−1, pik, uik

)
+

K∑
k=1
λk

(
Dk −

I∑
i=u

pik

)
+

M∑
m=1

K∑
k=1
μmk

(
Rreq

mk −
I∑

i=1
Rmi(xik, pik)

)

+
N∑

n=1
γn

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝Hreq
n −

K∑
k=1

∑
i ∈ Hn

Hni(xik, pik, uik)

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

(7)

That is, to now solve the unit commitment problem, L is minimized, where
Min

u
L

(
xi,k−1, pik, uik,λ,μ,γ

)
is subject to local system constraints, i.e., Equations (5) and (6).

Subgradient of the Dual Function

The Lagrangian dual problem is obtained by forming (L), and its solution provides the primal
variables as functions of the Lagrange multipliers, which are labeled dual variables. Hence, the new
problem is to maximize the objective function with respect to the multipliers under the derived
constraints on the dual variables. This implies, by decomposition, that each resource becomes a single
entity and is individually optimized, rather than a combined optimal resource allocation. Therefore,
the dual function is defined in Equation (8), presenting concave and sub-differentiable traits (resulting
in inferiorly limited variables).

q(λ,μ,γ) =
Min

u
L

(
xi,k−1, pik, uik,λ,μ,γ

)
(8)

Given that Lagrange’s dual function is a concave function with simple bounds on the variables,
a local optimum is also the function global optimum. Therefore, our task is to find the Lagrangian
multipliers, λ,μ and γ, that maximize the dual function. Nonetheless, this does not mean that solving
the dual function is a trivial task (far from it actually), since the function is not smooth and is not
given by an easy-to-compute expression [5]. For this purpose, we resort to subgradient methods,
which benefit from the fact the subgradients of q are easily derived system constraint deviations.
Consequently, we can define the subgradient of the dual function g (9) for each hour k as follows:
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g =

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

· · ·
Dk −

I∑
i=1

pik

· · ·
− − − −−−−−−−−

· · ·
Rreq

mk −
I∑

i=1
Rmi(xik, pik)

· · ·
− − − −−−−−−−−−−

· · ·
Hreq

n −
K∑

k=1

∑
i ∈ Hn

Hni(xik, pik, uik)

· · ·

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

(9)

Moreover, by the weak duality theorem for a single set of multipliers, the optimal value of the
Lagrange dual problem q(λ∗) and the optimal value of the primal minimization problem p(λ∗) are
related by q(λ∗) ≤ p(λ∗), and the difference between the values is called a duality gap. This implies
that the dual problem offers a good indirect root to solve the primal one, since the gap in most practical
cases is relatively small [6,12,39].

For all the reasons above, this approach to the problem is advantageous since it lessens the
computational burden of the primal problem.

4. Subgradient Methods

As we saw earlier, obtaining the Lagrange dual function optimal value goes hand-in-hand with
the Lagrange multiplies choice/update method, i.e., at the outset, this choice determines how close we
are to the solution of the dual problem and, ultimately, how close we are from reaching the primal
problem best solution. To perform this task several methods are described in the literature [5]; however,
regarding our problem in particular, subgradient methods prevail as the most fitting solution by
achieving higher accuracies. Further benefits include their simplicity as well as the computational ease
with which the Lagrange dual function subgradient (solution deviation from the imposed constraints)
is calculated.

These methods update the multipliers according to the subgradient direction and in a manner
proportional to the violation of the corresponding constraints. Besides, a distinctive trademark of
these methods concerns the step-size update heuristic, where again several approaches have been
followed [5]. However, the downside of these conventional updating heuristics is that a long-winded
trial-and-error procedure as well as a highly specialized operator are frequently required. The simplest
and most common subgradient method formulation is given by

λv+1 =

[
λv + sv gv

‖gv‖
]+

(10)

where gv is the subgradient g(pλv), sv is a positive scalar that defines the step-size at the current
iteration v and, lastly, [.]+ represents the projection in the set of feasible values Λ. Nonetheless, there is
no guarantee that after iteration v + 1, independently from the chosen step-size, the dual function
value will actually improve (walk towards the optimal dual function value), meaning that in some
occasions we will have

q

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
[
λv + sv gv

‖gv‖
]+⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠< q(λv), ∀ s >0 (11)
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Though, if the step value is sufficiently small, the distance between the obtained point in the
current iteration and the optimum value can always be reduced. The following proposition offers an
estimate for the step-size domain (range):

Proposition 1. If λv does not lead to the optimum value of the dual function, then for λ∗, which corresponds
to the dual function optimum value, the inequality ‖λv+1 − λ∗‖ < ‖λv − λ∗‖ is valid for all step-sizes,
sv ∈ ]0, 2(q(λ∗)−q(λv))

‖gv‖ [. Therefore, this suggests a step-size equal to the middle value of the inequality range, i.e.,

sv =
(q(λ∗)−q(λv))

‖gv‖ .

Since this requires knowledge of the dual function optimal value q(λ∗), which is exactly the
unknown we want to find, this approach is unviable in our case, and we resort to heuristics that
determine the step-size. In this regard, a popular choice is decreasing step-size rule-based approaches,
mainly due to its simplicity and effectiveness.

Considering a decrease in step-size, sv, towards zero, meaning that lim
v→∞ sv = 0 ∧ sv > 0, while at

the same time satisfying
∑∞

v=1 sv = ∞, the method can “travel” as far as possible (up to infinity) in
order to converge to the optimal dual function value. Thus, under these assumptions, we can infer
a 2nd proposition, from which we can conclude that it is possible, by appropriately updating the
step-size, to reach the dual function maximum value [21].

Proposition 2. For the sequence of all multiplier values {λv} we have lim
v→∞Max q(λv) = q∗. However, this

analysis does not lead to a finite procedure, pointing to an initial value of the step, as well as a mechanism for
decrementing it to zero. As such, for comparison purposes against the proposed new heuristic, the two most
widely employed expressions are introduced in Equations (12) and (13), to update the step-size at each iteration v.

sv =
a1

1 + v× a2
(12)

sv =
a1

1 + va2
(13)

where a1 and a2 are control parameters of the heuristic process. Moreover, the chosen initial step is a highly
sensitive matter, since small initial steps can prevent the method from reaching the desired optimum value in a
reasonable number of iterations. Whereas, using a large initial step may cause the method to oscillate erratically
in the early phase, leading to poor convergence. As a result, although the obtained value is stabilized, it could
still be improved by running further iterations. This fact is more pronounced in Equation (12) rather than
Equation (13), given that a2 > 1 implies a rapid decrease in the step-size. Consequently, selecting the values to
assign to parameters a1 and a2 is a difficult task, with direct influence on the obtained results. This could be
facilitated if a good initial estimate for the dual variable vector λ0 is available, that is, if q(λ0) is already close to
the solution of the dual problem.

Therefore, we can conclude that it is an intrinsically lengthy (experimentation-based) heuristic
process that is highly dependent on the user’s experience. Precisely to mitigate this scenario, a new
algorithm will be proposed next.

5. Proposed Adaptative Algorithm

When applying subgradient methods, the existence of good estimates for the multipliers and
careful tune-up of the subgradient step-size are considered essential to improve the computational
effectiveness of the method. Subsequently, motivated by the previously exposed shortcomings from
the classical subgradient optimization approaches, an adaptative heuristic is proposed in order to
automatically update the Lagrange multipliers, thereby removing the need to rely on a user’s past
experiences or time-consuming trial-and-error tasks. This means that the step-size, sv, is automatically
determined (avoiding lengthy trial-and-error procedures) by the adaptative algorithm when solving
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the dual problem with a subgradient method. The different stages of the algorithm that lead to a dual
problem solution are illustrated in Figure 1; subsequently, the rationale behind them is detailed below:

(1) define the initial step-size, s0 = 1, and choose an initial value for the dual variable vector, λ0;

then compute the initial dual function and subgradient values, q0
(
λ0

)
and g0(pλ0), respectively;

(2) update Lagrange multipliers according to Equation (10);
(3) determine the new step-size as follows:

if qv(λv) > qv−1
(
λv−1

)
then

α ∈ v+
δ
(1)

else
α ∈ v−δ (1)

end, where,
v+
δ
(1) = {α1 : 1 < α < 1 + δ}

v−δ (1) = {α2 : 1− δ < α < 1}
and the step-size is given by

sv = αsv−1

(4) compute the current (iteration) dual function and subgradient values, qv(λv) and gv(pλv);
(5) if the termination criterion is met:

a. terminate the algorithm;
else
b. proceed to the next iteration, v = v + 1;
c. return to (2);

end

Regarding the (above) adaptative algorithm, the following clarifications are made:
In (1) the initial dual variable vector positioning only impacts the convergence speed of the

subgradient method; thereby, it can be considered arbitrary. On the contrary, for the step-size
update expressed by Equations (12) and (13), this initial positioning benefits heavily from a nearby
optimum value (derived from past experiences or other heuristics) in order to guarantee the method’s
performance, thereby translating an important advantage of the proposed strategy.

In turn, stage (3) depicts the original step-size update mechanism, where the rationale behind it
is to dynamically update the step based on the dual function value, i.e., if this value improves then
the step should be augmented; in contrast, if this value does not improve then the step should be
diminished. Moreover, to prevent a large step-size increasing the distance between the new point
and the optimum value, this step-size should be increased smoothly; this fact is less sensitive when
reducing step-size. Additionally, it was found that the ideal domains for variables α1 and α2 are
[1.01, 1.05] ⇒ δ = [0.01, 0.05] and [0.83, 0.95]⇒ δ = [0.05, 0.17] , respectively.

Lastly, the stop criterion mentioned in (4) is traditionally run a specific number of iterations, which
was also the case in this work.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the proposed adaptative algorithm.

6. Numerical Results

The behavior of the subgradient method is analyzed in this section. The step value is updated
according to the adaptive algorithm, proposed in Section 5, and then benchmarked against a classical
approach. The step-size is updated using Equations (12) and (13) and, consequently, the Lagrange
multipliers. The software used in this work was written in Fortran using the development environment
(IDE) Microsoft Visual Studio ®.

As previously mentioned, the unit commitment (primal problem) corresponding to the solution
of the Lagrange dual problem does not always lead to a feasible solution. As such, the average
subgradient norm, ‖g(pλ)‖/K, is defined as a quantitative metric of how a solution is accurate in
terms of the primal problem. This means the lower the value, the closer we will be to a good solution,
and typically a value on the order of 0.5% of the peak load typically means that a good solution to the
primal problem was found.

The data employed in this work concern the real short-term hydro-thermal coordination problem
that the main Portuguese electric utility companies face. Data include all generation parameters and
auxiliary variables, i.e., a large-scale study comprising six thermal power plants and 26 hydro power
plants (amounting to over 80 individual generation units), which serve the majority of the Portuguese
electric power demand. Two different case studies will be considered, diverging over the selected
weekly periods, size and characteristics of the system, as well as the economic strategies behind the
cost curves. Additionally, the specified parameters will be kept fixed for both case studies.
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6.1. Case Study I

For this case study, unit costs are the sole result from the associated generation costs, with no
other parallel costs. Consequently, both the evolution of the dual function q(λ) value as well the
evolution of the average subgradient norm ‖g(pλ)‖/K will be evaluated over the course of iterations.
Figures 2a,b and 3 show the evolution of the dual function value (left axis) and its step value (right axis).
Figures 4a,b and 5 show the evolution of the average subgradient norm. Figures 2a and 4a illustrate
the behavior of the subgradient method using a classical step-size update, given by Equation (12). In
the same fashion, Figures 2b and 4b illustrate the behavior when using Equation (13). Lastly, the new
adaptive algorithm results are shown in Figures 3 and 5.

 

q
q

s

q
q

s

Figure 2. Evolution of the dual function value (blue plots), q(λ), and its step value (red plots), using the
heuristics expressed by Equations (12) and (13) for (a) and (b), respectively. The following parameter
values are imposed: (a) solid line, a1 = 20, a2 = 2; dashed line, a1 = 10, a2 = 1.5; (b) solid line, a1 = 20,
a2 = 1.5; dashed line, a1 = 5.5, a2 = 1.05.

q

q

s

Figure 3. Evolution of the dual function value (blue plot), q(λ), and its step value (red plot), using the
adaptative algorithm, with the following parameter values: α1 = 1.05, α2 = 1.10.

Figure 4. Evolution of the average subgradient norm, ‖g(pλ)‖/K, corresponding to the values of the
dual function represented in Figure 2 (classical step-size equations). (a) purple solid line, a1 = 20,
a2 = 2; blue dashed line, a1 = 10, a2 = 1.5; (b) purple solid line, a1 = 20, a2 = 1.5; blue dashed line,
a1 = 5.5, a2 = 1.05. The green dot-dashed line highlights the achieved minimum gradient norm value.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the average subgradient norm (purple solid line), ‖g(pλ)‖/K, corresponding to
the values of the dual function represented in Figure 3 (proposed adaptative algorithm). The green
dot-dashed line highlights the achieved minimum gradient norm value.

Regarding Figure 2a,b we can observe the following: (i) achieving convergence in more or less
iterations is heavily dependent on the choice of the different parameters; (ii) using a smaller initial
step-size increased the number of iterations needed to achieve convergence, maxq(λ) (dashed line);
(iii) the use of a slightly larger initial step leads to some oscillation, still, without compromising
convergence, represented by the solid lines; (iv) the step-size evolution is strictly decreasing, and the
rate of descent depends on the considered parameters.

With respect to the adaptive algorithm, the evolution of the dual function increases as the value
of the step increases, as shown in Figure 3, until a value is reached in the vicinity of the maximum
dual function value. From this point onwards, the step value decreases towards zero, but then again
it slightly increases whenever the dual function value does not improve compared to the previous
iteration. This dynamically adjusted (based on the dual function current value) step-size clearly
contrasts with the monotone evolution that occurs with the traditional step update formulation.

We can verify that, in all scenarios, the dual function maximum value was reached, and differences
reside in the number of iterations necessary to achieve convergence (which was relatively similar).
Nevertheless, the proposed algorithm shows a more robust approach when applying the subgradient
method since it did not require educated guesses to converge on an acceptable number of iterations.

Concerning the obtained minimum average subgradient norm, Figures 4 and 5 are presented,
where the secondary axis (magnified) provides a greater resolution regarding the convergence of each
error curve to its recorded minimum value. Additionally, to summarize the respective minimum values
achieved by the different step-size update mechanisms with different initial parameters, Table 1 is
also presented.

Table 1. Minimum average subgradient norm, ‖g(pλ)‖/K, and its corresponding iteration, achieved by
the different step-size update mechanisms for case study I.

Min
‖g(pλ)‖

K [MW] Iteration Step-Size Update Mechanism

22.97 186 Equation (12) with a1 = 20 and a2 = 2

24.59 299 Equation (12) with a1 = 10 and a2 = 1.5

22.49 261 Equation (13) with a1 = 20 and a2 = 1.5

23.74 298 Equation (13) with a1 = 5.5 and a2 = 1.05

20.95 297 proposed adaptative algorithm

As we can see in Figure 4a,b, both processes led to similar final results, with a (best) value close to
23 MW by employing both classical step-size update equations. Nevertheless, the first combination in
Table 1 ensured the fastest convergence (186 iterations). As for the proposed Lagrangian multiplier
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update algorithm, we noticed an improved (smaller) error of ~21 MW, which in this relatively curtailed
error scenario represents an improvement above 8%. These values represent approximately 0.53% of
the peak load, which, as mentioned, usually leads to a good solution to the primal problem. Besides,
note that once the dual function maximum value or its proximities are reached, the average subgradient
norm has not yet reached its minimum value, and it continues to oscillate up and down over the next
iterations. This can be explained since small variations in the multipliers can cause large variations in
the solutions in terms of the primal problem. Thus, emphasizing the fact that even when reaching
the maximum value of the dual function, we may not end up with the best solution in terms of the
primal problem.

Moreover, this average subgradient norm oscillation is further accentuated in the adaptative
algorithm since, in contrast to the previous two step-size update expressions, it does not have a strictly
decreasing behavior. This behavior can lead to a lower convergence speed and, therefore, constitutes
a limitation of the proposed adaptive algorithm. Notwithstanding, it is worth noting that a slow
convergence is preferred over a premature convergence.

Lastly, regarding the solution in terms of the primal problem (Figure 6), corresponding to the
solution of the dual problem for the (achieved) lowest average subgradient norm value. The same
was obtained using the adaptive algorithm, since is easy to understand from previous figures that
all primary solutions would be similar, so their presentation is redundant. The algorithm used in
solving the primal problem based on Lagrangian relaxation, as we saw earlier, does not lead to an
optimal solution. The obtained primal solution reveals the existence of Lagrangian duality. That is,
we can say that good results were obtained since the generation profile (solid green line) was almost
coincident with the desired load demand profile (dashed red line), but it did not match it completely.
After solving the dual problem, several methods have been used to look for feasibility [5]. However,
if we succeed when solving the dual problem, then we can also get, in terms of the primal problem,
a good solution. In fact, in some cases it is enough to carry out an economic dispatch of thermal
units to obtain a (close) feasible strategy, which is exactly what happens in the presented case study,
where the difference between the maximum generation capacity (dotted orange line) and the allocated
thermal unit generation (dashed magenta line) is sufficient to compensate for the mismatch (deviation)
between the load profile and the obtained generation profile.

Figure 6. Solution in terms of the primal problem (case study I). In the upper portion the solid green and
dashed red lines are almost coincident: the obtained generation profile and the load demand, respectively.
Dotted orange line: maximum generation capacity of the affected thermal units. Dashed magenta line:
thermal units generation profile. Dash-dot blue line: hydro units generation profile.
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6.2. Case Study II

A second case study is considered with the purpose of further validating the proposed adaptive
algorithm. For this scenario, the units’ cost curves result is not the sole result of the generation costs but is
also from additional economic strategies. Furthermore, the peak demand power (delivered to the grid)
was 45% higher than in case study I. Thus, it constitutes a case with greater dimensions, with extra
hydro and thermal plants considered. However, the parameters required for Equations (12) and (13)
and the adaptive algorithm are the same as those specified in case study I, so we can compare the
performance between these different methods of updating the step-size value.

In the same manner as in case study I, we started by analyzing the evolution of the dual
function value, q(λ), and the correspondent step-size values. From looking at Figure 7a,b we can see
that the maximum value of the dual function, using both classical step-size update equations, had not
been reached. Indeed, when compared to the value obtained using the adaptive algorithm (Figure 8),
this value falls short by roughly 0.7% for the parameters illustrated by the solid line, whereas for the
ones represented by dashed lines an evident lack of convergence can be spotted.

 

q

q

s

q

q

s

Figure 7. Evolution of the dual function value (blue plots), q(λ), and its step value (red plots),
using heuristic expressed by Equations (12) and (13) for (a) and (b), respectively. The following
parameter values are imposed: (a) solid line, a1 = 20, a2 = 2; dashed line, a1 = 10, a2 = 1.5;
(b) solid line, a1 = 20, a2 = 1.5; dashed line, a1 = 5.5, a2 = 1.05, respectively.

q

q

s

Figure 8. Evolution of the dual function value (blue plot), q(λ), and its step value (red plot), using the
adaptative algorithm, with the following parameter values: α1 = 1.05, α2 = 1.10.

In turn, the adaptative algorithm updates the step-size value dynamically and adapts to the
current dual function value. That is, as mentioned above, if the dual function value improves then
the step should be increased; on the contrary, if this value does not improve then the step should be
decreased. Thus, in Figure 8 we can see that the step value increased until the dual function value
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approached its maximum value; thereafter, the step value was modified accordingly, which enabled
convergence with the maxq(λ) in both case studies, and ultimately led to good primal solutions.

These results anticipate a higher minimum value of the average subgradient norm for the classical
update expressions, which inevitably compromises the solution in terms of the primal problem.
This effect should be particularly pronounced for the parameters represented by the dashed plots
in Figure 7a,b. Therefore, a clear contrast to the results from the first case is established, where the
maximum value of the dual function is relatively similar for the different mechanisms used to update
the Lagrange multipliers (as shown in Table 1).

As expected, this preliminary assessment is fully backed by examining the evolution of the average
subgradient norm, as shown below in Figure 9a,b, as well as in the summary Table 2, which presents
the respective minimum values achieved by the different step-size update mechanisms with different
initial parameters, represented by each individual error plot in Figures 9 and 10. The results reveal
sizeable minimum average subgradient norm values, even for the scenarios where the dual function
closed in on its maximum value (~99.3% of the maxq(λ)), presenting values of 318 MW and 317 MW,
respectively. These results differ from the ones achieved using the adaptive algorithm (Figure 10),
where a much improved ‖g(pλ)‖/K minimum value was recorded, 38 MW (~8.3 times smaller),
i.e., roughly representing only 0.64% of the peak power demand versus >5% with the classic heuristics.

 
Figure 9. Evolution of the average subgradient norm, ‖g(pλ)‖/K, corresponding to the values of the
dual function represented in Figure 7 (classical step-size equations). (a) Purple solid line, a1 = 20,
a2 = 2; blue dashed line, a1 = 10, a2 = 1.5; (b) purple solid line, a1 = 20, a2 = 2; blue dashed line,
a1 = 5.5, a2 = 1.05. The green dot-dashed line highlights the achieved minimum gradient norm value.

Table 2. Minimum average subgradient norm, ‖g(pλ)‖/K, and its corresponding iteration, achieved by
the different step-size update mechanisms for case study II.

Min
‖g(pλ)‖

K [MW] Iteration Step-Size Update Mechanism

318.33 205 Equation (12) with a1 = 20 and a2 = 2

1889.21 33 Equation (12) with a1 = 10 and a2 = 1.5

317.17 75 Equation (13) with a1 = 20 and a2 = 1.5

1499.30 299 Equation (13) with a1 = 5.5 and a2 = 1.05

38.37 278 proposed adaptative algorithm
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Figure 10. Evolution of the average subgradient norm (purple solid line), ‖g(pλ)‖/K, corresponding to
the values of the dual function represented in Figure 8 (proposed adaptative algorithm). The green
dot-dashed line highlights the achieved minimum gradient norm value.

Furthermore, we can also notice that some of the parameters led to a fast but also premature
convergence when using traditional heuristics, contrasting with the slower convergence exhibited by
the proposed adaptative algorithm due to a more refined step-size update. Thereby, the inferences
highlighted for case study I are confirmed. Despite the significant improvement by several orders of
magnitude compared to the more modest improvement in case study I, this improved error value is
still slightly above the one obtained in the previous case study, which translates to added difficulty
when considering additional dispatch strategies. These characteristics will ultimately impact the task
of obtaining a feasible solution in terms of the primal problem. Nevertheless, the proposed adaptative
algorithm was able to converge to a good solution, and, in comparison, it will result in a smaller
duality gap. Besides, it reinforces the mentioned need to thoroughly adjust the control parameters or
rely upon educated guesses in order to achieve a good result when using classic heuristics versus the
proposed automated algorithm.

Moving on towards the primal problem solution, Figure 11 is presented, revealing a higher peak
demand as well as a larger usage of the thermal capacity in direct comparison to its counterpart in
case study I, Figure 6. Further, it can be noted that the hydro generation follows the load profile
on a smaller scale, and the hydro-thermal generation profile obtained moves further away from the
load profile. Thus, the economic dispatch of thermal units is not sufficient for the solution, in terms
of the primal problem, to be feasible. In other words, contrary to the first case study, the difference
between the maximum generation capacity (dotted orange plot) and the allocated thermal units’
generation (dashed magenta plot), illustrated in Figure 11, is insufficient to address the mismatch
between the load profile and the obtained generation profile. Additionally, we can see that around
1–3 h and 147–149 h the hydro generation registered a negative value, which is explained by a sporadic
period of power consumption (pumping) during an off-peak occurrence.

For this reason, it makes sense to present, for this case study, the mismatch between the load profile
and the obtained generation profile as illustrated in Figure 12, where we can observe the non-feasibility
after the economic dispatch for a few hours. This behavior was more significant during the last
considered day (between 144 and 168 h), which is a weekend day, reaching a maximum above 65 MW
at time k = 149 h. This translates a mismatch around 1% of the peak demand, and it is justified by the
limited availability of thermal generation (orange and magenta lines in Figure 11 almost overlapping
during this period). Nonetheless, on average, the primal problem mismatch never exceeded 0.5% of
the peak load demand.
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Figure 11. Solution in terms of the primal problem (case study II). In the upper portion are
almost coincident solid green and dashed red lines: the obtained generation profile and the
load demand, respectively. Dotted orange line: maximum generation capacity of the affected
thermal units. Dashed magenta line: thermal units generation profile. Dash-dot blue line: hydro units
generation profile.

Figure 12. Primal problem solution mismatch: non-feasibility periods of the thermal units’
economic dispatch.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we explored the numerical performance of a novel Lagrangian multiplier update
algorithm for short-term hydro-thermal coordination. The step-size update mechanism is a vital
component for these methods, and classic approaches are heavily dependent upon a user’s experience
and fine-tuning procedures, i.e., selecting the appropriate parameters. The proposed algorithm had
an important advantage of not requiring parameter choices based on experimentation, and it is
subsequently compared against two classical update expressions. After a results assessment of both
case studies, we could infer that the adaptive algorithm produced considerably improved dual problem
solutions, seen through the percentage gains in terms of average subgradient norm and the respective
ratio between the average subgradient norm and peak demand. This ultimately means an improved
upper bound for the primal problem solution. Moreover, for most hours it led to feasible primal
solutions, which in turn translates into more cost-effective dispatch decisions. The significance of the
obtained results is magnified, especially when considering the differences in data prediction, such as
the expected inflows.

These improvements proved the algorithm’s ability to dynamically adapt the step value according
to the dual function value. We can see that during the initial iterations, the step value is incremented
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until approaching the vicinities of the dual function maximum. From then onwards, the step evolves
dynamically and adapts to the current dual function value, allowing convergence to the maximum dual
function value and to the average subgradient norm, which translates to a feasible or a near-feasible
primal solution. On the contrary, when using the classical update step-size update equations, it is
necessary to rely on educated guesses or perform adjustments over the control parameters (as illustrated
by case study II), through a trial-and-error process, in order to obtain a solution similar to the one
achieved by the new adaptative algorithm.

Finally, we see that for a high-dimensional optimization problem, the computational burden is
not exaggerated and not dependent upon initial guesses, especially considering that a weekly unit
commitment is performed.
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Nomenclature

k discrete time-step (an hour)
i ith generation resource
K total number of hours
I total number of resources
Cik cost function associated with resource allocation i at time k
xik resource state i at time k
pik power output by resource i at time k
uik control (decision) variable for resource i at time k
Dk load demand at time k
m mth-type system capacity requirement
Rmi capacity contribution function associated with resource i for system capacity requirement of type m
Rreq

mk mth-type system capacity requirement in hour k
M total number of capacity requirement constraints
n nth cumulative constraint
Hn set of all resources constrained by nth cumulative constraint
Hni function of the contribution of resource i to the nth cumulative constraint
Hreq

n lower bound on the nth cumulative constraint
N number of cumulative constraints
Aik state function associated with each resource i at time k
Uik control variables (decision) universe for resource i at time k
X0

i resource i initial state
XK

i resource i final state
L Lagrange function
λ Lagrange multiplier vector associated with the load-balance constraint
μ Lagrange multiplier vector associated with the capacity constraints
γ Lagrange multiplier vector associated with the cumulative constraints
q(λ,μ,γ) Lagrange dual function
g subgradient of the dual function
v current iteration of the subgradient method
s step-size of the subgradient method
a1 control parameter of the classic step update heuristic
a2 control parameter of the classic step update heuristic
α1 control parameter of the novel adaptative step update heuristic
α2 control parameter of the novel adaptative step update heuristic
δ indirect upper and lower bound parameter of the control parameters α1 and α2, respectively
‖g(pλ)‖/K average subgradient norm
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Abstract: Sales of air conditioning are growing rapidly in buildings, more than tripling between 1990
and 2016. This energy use for air conditioning comes from a combination of rising temperatures, rising
population and economic growth. Energy demand for climate control will triple by 2050, consuming
more energy than that currently consumed altogether by the United States, the European Union
and Japan. This increase in energy will directly impact water consumption, either to directly cool a
condenser of an equipment or to serve indirectly as a basis for energy sources such as hydroelectric
power that feed these heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems. Knowing the unique
and growing importance of water, a new index, Total Water Impact (TWI) is presented, which allows
a holistic comparison of the impact of water use on water, air and evaporative condensation climate
systems. 200 and 500 TON (tons of refrigeration) air-cooled and water-cooled systems are theoretically
compared to evaluate the general water consumption level. The TWI index is higher in the smallest
water condensing system. That is, holistically, water consumption is higher in the water condensing
system than in the air condensing system. Thus, this index provides a new insight about energy
consumption and ultimately, about sustainability.

Keywords: HVAC; water-cooled condenser; air-cooled condenser; evaporative; TWI

1. Introduction

According to the Worldwide Fund for Nature (WWF) [1], there are more than 326 quintillion liters
of water on earth. Less than 3% of all this water is freshwater, and of this amount, more than two
thirds are in polar ice caps and icebergs. Also, according to the Brazilian Ministry of Environment [2],
freshwater is not evenly distributed across the globe. Its distribution depends essentially on the
ecosystems that make up the territory of each country. According to the International Hydrological
Program of the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO), in
South America, there is 26% of the total available freshwater on the planet and only 6% of the world
population. Asia has 36% of total water and is home to 60% of the world’s population (see Figure 1) [3].

Daily water consumption varies widely around the globe. In addition to site availability, average
water consumption is strongly related to the country’s development and economic levels. Each person
needs, on a daily basis, at least 40 liters of water to drink, shower, brush their teeth, wash their hands
and cook. However, UN data [4] indicate that a European, who has 8% of the world’s freshwater on
its territory, consumes an average of 150 liters of water per day. An Indian only consumes 25 liters a
day. According to UNESCO estimates to 2025, based on the current rate of population growth and the
failure to establish sustainable water consumption, this will lead to a human consumption up to 90%,
leaving only 10% for other living beings on the planet [3].
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Figure 1. World water consumption and water distribution [3]. (a) Water consumption, (b) global total
water, (c) 2.5% global total freshwater.

Brazil, with an area of approximately 8,514,876 km2 [5] and more than 190 million inhabitants, is
today the fifth country in the world both in territorial extension and population. Due to its continental
dimensions, Brazil has great contrasts related not only to climate, original vegetation and topography,
but also to population distribution and economic and social development, among other factors.

Overall, Brazil is a privileged country in terms of volume of water resources, as it houses 13.7% of
the world’s freshwater. However, the freshwater availability is not uniform. As shown in Figure 2,
over 73% of the country’s available freshwater is in the Amazon basin, which is inhabited by less than
5% of the population.

Figure 2. Distribution of water resources in the regions of Brazil [6].

Only 27% of Brazil’s water resources are available to other regions, where 95% of the country’s
population lives. Not only is water availability non-uniform, but the supply of treated water reflects
the contrasts in the development of Brazilian states. While in the Southeast region, 87.5% of households
are served by a water distribution network, in the Northeast the percentage is only 58.7%.

Brazil also has high water waste: from 20% to 60% of treated drinking water is lost in distribution,
depending on the conservation conditions of the supply networks. In addition to these water losses
on the way between the treatment plants and the consumer, waste is also high at home, for example,
involving the time required to take a bath, how the bath is taken, the large volume of the toilet water
deposit, washing dishes with running water, the use of the hose as a broom to clean sidewalks, how
cars are washed, etc. [6].

According to the International Energy Agency (IEA), there are over 500 million air conditioners in
the world. Additionally, there are 2.8 billion people living in the hottest places in the world and only
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8% have air conditioning. The numbers of air conditioners will increase from 1.6 billion in 2018 to
5.6 billion by 2050. Thus, 10 new air conditioners will be sold every second. The power supply for
air conditioning by 2050 will be equivalent to the current USA, European Union and Japan electrical
demand. Due to the importance of energy efficiency and water use in heating, ventilation and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems, the aim of this paper is to generate a balance of these two resources [7].

HVAC systems are among the major consumers of freshwater. According to the Brasilian
Association of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning, Ventilation and Heating (ABRAVA—Associação
Brasileira de Refrigeração, Ar Condicionado, Ventilação e Aquecimento), the power capacity installed
in Brazil will reach 60 million tons of refrigeration by 2029 [8]. Knowing the importance and connection
of HVAC systems and water consumption, the aim of this work is to create an index to measure direct
and indirect water consumption in HVAC systems.

2. Power Generation and Water Consumption in Brazil, Portugal and the USA

Water is present in over 70% of the biosphere. It is an essential resource for power plants. A survey
was conducted in the United States of America (USA) by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NRL) on water consumption, extracting factors for electricity generating technologies. This data was
not found for other countries. The USA energy matrix and the water consumption per kWh generated
by different power sources is shown in Figure 3 [9].

(aa) (bb) 

Figure 3. USA energy matrix and water consumed to generate 1 kWh of electricity. (a) USA energy
matrix (ASHRAE—American Society of Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers), (b)
water consumed to generate 1 kWh of electricity [9].

According to Portuguese Renewable Energy Association (APREN—Associação Portuguesa de
Energias Renováveis), renewable energy systems generated 17.2 GWh during the first half of 2018,
which represents 61% of the mainland Portugal’s electricity production (28.2 GWh). This result is
largely driven by the increased availability of resources, especially water and wind [10]. In that six
month period, it is also worth highlighting a set of 623 non-consecutive hours (equivalent to 26 days) in
which renewable electricity alone was enough to supply Portuguese electricity consumption (Figure 4).

In Brazil, according to the national energy balance of 2018 [11], the distribution of electric power
generation has the distribution shown in Figure 5. Hydroelectric power generation is predominant,
with a share of 65.2%. In Brazil, there is a tax incentive for the construction of small hydroelectric
plants, thus the total share of small hydroelectric and hydroelectric plants is very large. The share of
solar and wind plants in electricity production in Brazil is still small.
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Figure 4. Portugal’s electric energy matrix [10].
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Figure 5. Brazil’s electric energy matrix [11].

Figure 6 shows that the hydroelectric is the highest in Brazil, USA and Portugal, respectively.
Although coal, biomass and oil have different amounts of pollution rates for power generation through
thermoelectricity, the principle of heat transformation for energy and the need of water for steam
generation are similar, thus they are considered together.

Figure 6. Electricity Generation types in Brazil, USA and Portugal.
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Due to the lack of studies on the amount of water used per kWh generated in energy sources such
as photovoltaic and wind, even knowing that water is needed to clean the photovoltaic panels and
wind turbine propellers, a null water demand will be considered. Equation (1) provides the number of
liters of water per kWh generated in the country required for each of these sources.

LAG(country) = (%ghca) + (%gtca) + (%gtgnca) + (%gnca) + (%goca) (1)

where LAG(country) is liters of water per kWh generated in the country, %ghca is % hydroelectric
generation–water consumption per kWh hydroelectric, %gtca is % coal and oil thermoelectric
generation–water consumption per thermoelectric kWh, %gtgnca is % thermoelectric generation
natural gas–water consumption per thermoelectric kWh, %gnca is % nuclear generation–water
consumption per nuclear kWh and %goca is % generation from other sources (renewable)–water
consumption per kWh others.

LAG(Brazil) = (0.652× 16.2) + (0.148× 2.49) + (0.105× 0.72) + (0.206× 2.412) + (0.069× 0)
LAG(Brazil) = 11.071 L/kWh
LAG(USA) = (0.075× 16.200) + (0.3001× 2.490) + (0.316× 0.720) + (0.200× 2.412) + (0.99× 0)
LAG(USA) = 2.697 L/kWh
LAG(Portugal) = (0.299× 16.2) + (0.247× 2.49) + (0.143× 0.72) + (0× 2.412) + (0.311× 0)
LAG(Portugal) = 5.561 L/kWh

Due to the high hydroelectric rate in Brazil, water consumption per kWh generated is 410.5%
higher than the USA average value and 50.22% compared to Portugal, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. Water consumption (L/kWh).

With the fast development of the global economy, depletion of water resources is becoming an
environmental issue of the utmost concern worldwide. The United Nations World Water Development
Report published by UNESCO [12] indicates that water for current uses is becoming scarce and is
leading to a water crisis. The effects that a sector can have on the environment are nowhere more visible
than in the building industry. Building construction and its operations draw heavily on water from
the environment. Growth in urban water use has caused a significant reduction of water tables and
requires large projects that siphon supplies away from agriculture. Water used to operate buildings
is a significant component of every nation’s water consumption. However, this is not the only form
of water consumed throughout a building’s life cycle. Water is also consumed in the extraction,
production, manufacturing and delivery of materials and products to site, and the actual on-site
construction process, named as “embodied” water [13]. Ilha et al. [14] observed that water conservation
technologies and strategies are often the most overlooked aspects of a whole-building design strategy.
However, the planning for various water uses within a building is increasingly becoming a high
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priority, in part because of the increasing recognition of the water savings that can be reached through
the implementation of water saving initiatives.

The LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) already emphasizes the need for
reducing water use, and states that buildings play a huge role in this effort. Buildings are the third
biggest user of potable water in the USA. However, water efficiency considers only 12 of 110 points for
LEED certifications (LEED v4.1). This certification has three prerequisites (outdoor water use reduction,
indoor water use reduction, building level water metering) and credits for outdoor water use reduction,
indoor water use reduction, cooling tower and process water use—water metering. Thus, almost 11%
of LEED certification is about water efficiency. Because of the importance of water efficiency in large
buildings, the use of water-cooled condenser systems may seem impractical, but the energy savings in
these systems associated with less space and noise level are essential.

In simulations, as the wet bulb temperature is smaller than the dry bulb temperature, it is normal
for water-cooled condensers to consume less energy than air-cooled condensers but losing water
efficiency points in a LEED certification is not a desire of the certifier of green building.

Therefore, the purpose included in this paper is to create an index that can measure water directly
(evaporation in water-cooled condenser) and indirectly (water needed for the production of the input
energy of the system) [15].

3. Total Water Impact (TWI)

The Total Water Impact (TWI) index is given by the amount of the holistically required water
for air conditioners over the life of the equipment (Figure 8). It was developed as a new metric for
building certification.

 

Figure 8. Energy–water nexus (adapted from Reference [11]).

The interdependencies between water and energy systems are clear and are becoming more
prominent as overall development requires more resources, while their overuse and climate change
impact make some resources scarcer. At the macro level, water is used at all stages of energy production
and electricity generation (including renewable energy). Energy is required to extract, transport and
supply water, and to treat wastewater prior to its return to the environment. At the micro level, the
water–energy nexus is an important consideration for the HVAC community, dedicated to equipment
design and selection and design of systems, as well as in construction operations.

One way to analyze the energy efficiency of large equipment is given by efficiency indicators,
particularly, the non-standard part load value (NPLV). Specifically, NPLV is derived from the integrated
part load value (IPLV). Both are used to evaluate chiller efficiency under different load conditions.
The calculation formulas are the same. The only difference between IPLV and NPLV is that IPLV is
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calculated according to the condition specified in AHRI_Standard_550-590, while NPLV is calculated
according to the condition of the location where the equipment is installed [16].

Thus, taking into account the above considerations, the simplified TWI is given by Equation (2):

TWI = (ATL·NPLV·ELS·RRW) + (ATL·ELS·WUTR) (2)

where TWI is Total Water Impact, in m3, ATL is Annual Thermal Load, in TON/year, NPLV is
non-standard part load value, in kW/TON, ELS is equipment lifespan, in years, RRW is region-specific
flow rate of water, in m3/kW generated and WUTR is water used by TON, in m3/TON of evaporation,
drag and purge. Henceforth, the indicated TON unit refers to ton of refrigeration (1 TON = 3.5 kW).

The NPLV must be summed by TON from a Condensation Pump and Tower Fan. The result will
be the total impact of holistic water use over the lifespan of the system.

There is already an indicator that is known as TEWI (Total Equivalent Warming Impact), which is
the sum of direct and indirect emissions through refrigerant gas losses and life cycle energy consumption.

TWI is intended to measure the direct and indirect water consumption in the life cycle; therefore,
the difference between TEWI and TWI is that TEWI measures GWP (Global Warming Potential),
while TWI measures direct and indirect water consumption of the HVAC system in the life cycle.
It is important in “Green Building” to place operational characteristics as part of the indices, as
stated by Al-Ghamdi [17]. Like TEWI, TWI has advantages of using energy matrix characteristics in
the calculations.

4. Water and Air-Cooled Comparison

In this section, the values of the air and water condensation systems’ indices are determined and
compared. Figure 9 shows the type of devices required when using air- or water-cooled chillers.

(aa) (bb) 

Figure 9. Comparison of (a) air- and (b) water-cooled systems [18].

The air-cooled system (Figure 9a) is a design based on dry bulb temperature:

• Larger occupied area (more surface area).
• Higher noise level.
• Higher energy consumption: lower efficiency.
• Does not consume water on site (without evaporative cooling).

The water-cooled system (Figure 9b) is a design based on wet bulb temperature:

• Smaller occupied area (usually requires equipment room).
• Low noise level.
• Lower power consumption: higher efficiency.
• Consumes water (evaporative cooling).

To compare and use in an example, air and water condensation systems for a total capacity of
200 TON with the characteristics and specifications shown in Table 1 were selected. A Brazilian air
condensation chiller (Samurai screw compressor type, manufactured in Brazil) and condensation
(imported) water chiller (RTHD model, manufactured in USA) were compared. Simulations were
performed using the annual thermal load, the NPLV (given already with dynamic partial loads).
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The average “ASHRAE” of water consumption per TON is also an input for the simulation of the water
condensation system. The simulation period considered was 1 year. Life cycle of the equipment was
set for 15 years. Calculations were based on ASHRAE NPLV formulas. Specifically, the thermal load
was assumed, because each enclosure has different thermal loads. The TWI for each option (air- and
water-cooled), according to Equation (2), is:

TWIair cooled = (657,000 TON/year × 1.06 kW/TON × 15 years × 0.011071 m3/kW) + (657,000 TON/year
× 15 years × 0 m3/TON)
TWIair cooled = 115,650.987 m3

TWIwater cooled = (657,000 TON/year × 0.36 kW/TON× 15 years × 0.011071 m3/kW) + (657,000 TON/year
× 15 years × 0.0072 m3/TON)
TWIwater cooled = 110,233.694 m3

Table 1. 200 TON system parameters.

Parameter Air Condensation Water Condensation

Full Load Chiller Efficiency (kW/TON) 1.4 0.65

NPLV partial load efficiency chiller (kW/TON) 1.06 0.36

System total capacity (TON) 200 200

Average annual thermal load (TON) 150 150

Condensation Pump power (kW input) 0 6.2664

Tower Fan power (kW input) 0 4.1776

Hours of operation in the year (hour/year) 4380 4380

Annual thermal load (TON/year) 657,000 657,000

Water demand per m3/kW generated region 0.011071 0.011071

Water Consumption Index/TON, Tower (m3/TON) 0 0.0072

TWI (m3) 115,650.987 110,233.694

As another example, an air and water condensation system for a total capacity of 500 TON with
NPLV [17] will be compared with the characteristics shown in Table 2. The equipment of 200 and
500 TON used the same simulation with the energy consumption data of manufacturers (200 TR) or
ASHRAE 90.1 (500 TR). Again, a life cycle of the equipment equal to 15 years was set. The chillers
of 200 and 500 TON have different capacities and different energy efficiency, but to exchange heat of
1 TON, both have the same consumption of evaporation water. The TWI for each option (air and water
condensation), according to Equation (2), is:

TWIair cooled = (1,270,200 TON/year × 0.745 kW/TON × 15 years × 0.011071 m3/kW) + (1,270,200
TON/year × 15 years × 0 m3/TON)
TWIair cooled = 166,217.419 m3

TWIwater cooled = (1,270,200 TON/year × 0.38 kW/TON × 15 years × 0.011071 m3/kW) + (1,270,200
TON/year × 15 years × 0.0072 m3/TON)
TWIwater cooled = 221,963.639 m3

In both air and water condensing systems with capacities of 200 or 500 TON, the water consumption
per kWh generated, and the water consumption index/TON, Tower (m3/TON) have the same values.

Using the TWI calculation, which aims to understand water consumption holistically, the need for
air conditioning equipment during its lifetime is determined.
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Table 2. 500 TON system parameters.

Parameter Air Condensation Water Condensation

Full Load Chiller Efficiency (kW/TON) 1.237 0.585

NPLV partial load efficiency chiller (kW/TON) * 0.745 * 0.38

System total capacity (TON) 500 500

Average annual thermal load (TON) 290 290

Condensation Pump power (kW input) 0 15.666

Tower Fan power (kW input) 0 10.444

Hours of operation in the year (hour/year) 4380 4380

Annual thermal load (TON/year) 1,270,200 1,270,200

Water demand per m3/kW generated region 0.011071 0.011071

Water Consumption Index/TON, Tower (m3/TON) 0 0.0072

TWI (m3) 166,217.419 221,963.639

* Efficiency based on ASHRAE 90.1-2016. Specifically, in this case IPLV = NPLV because it is not a specific city [18].

Checking the TWI results in Tables 1 and 2, specifically in the hypothetical comparison of the
200 TON air (Brazilian) and water (USA imported) systems, the TWI index was lower in the water
condensation type system. That is, holistically, water consumption was lower in the water-cooled
system than in the air-cooled system.

In the system with 500 TON cooling power, according to ASHRAE 90.1 of 2016 [19], considering
air- and water-cooled chillers, the highest value of the TWI index was obtained in the water-cooled
chiller. Larger chillers were used because normally ASHRAE 90.1 uses package air conditioning, splits,
for "base line" in small buildings and not chillers.

It is understandable that designers are concerned about the efficiency of the chiller. Several
factors such as poor maintenance, malfunction, improper sizing, etc., affect this efficiency. Industry
stakeholders know that any element that enhances any aspect of cooler efficiency can have a huge
impact. In the case of the 500 TON power system, where the 2013 ASHRAE 90.1 values were used as
the NPLV source, the TWI index value was lower in the air-cooled chiller.

As new standards emerge, chiller efficiency is becoming increasingly important: water-cooled
magnetic bearing chillers in warm temperatures have low NPLV, certainly leading in the future to
lower TWI indexes than air-cooled chillers [18].

5. Conclusions

The Total Water Impact (TWI) index provides a holistic view of water consumption over a period
of time. With this methodology, it can be observed that sometimes an air-cooled system has higher
water consumption than a water-cooled system.

Water consumption has not yet been considered in cleaning the air condenser coil (even because
the cleaning method for water condensing systems is using a brushing system). Likewise, the cleaning
water for wind and solar energy sources was not included as this value has not yet been found in
technical or scientific publications.

Two examples were used to demonstrate the validity of the TWI index. It was concluded that the
TWI shifts from water-cooled systems to air-cooled systems as refrigeration power increases. Thus, the
holistic use of water decreases for air-cooled chillers as the refrigeration power increases, while the
opposite condition occurs for water-cooled chillers. That is, the holistic use of water increases with the
refrigeration power required. However, it must be highlighted that the NPLV values of systems with
magnetic bearing compressors in water-cooled chillers are getting smaller. The same methodology
can be used in systems with variable refrigerant volume (VRF) with water and air condensation. In a
future work, geothermal systems and dry coolers will be simulated for TWI.
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Among the indicators for choosing the best cooling system and even for LEED-certified systems,
the TWI can be a quality indicator. It can also be considered a pro rata TWI per TON (result divided by
the cooling load in the system lifetime) for decision making. An advantage of this new index is to
use the same formula in the consumption of water and energy connected by the characteristics of the
region in which the systems are located. In the future, it may be part of LEED or AQUA assessment.
Therefore, TWI pro rata could be an index associated to both water and energy assessments.
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Abbreviations

ABRAVA Brazilian Association of Refrigeration, Air Conditioning, Ventilation and Heating
AHRI Air conditioning, Heating and Refrigeration Institute. Actually, does the rating of air

conditioners and refrigeration units
APREN Portuguese Renewable Energy Association
AQUA Project to Achieve High Environmental Quality in New Projects
ASHRAE American Society of Heating, Refrigeration & Air Conditioning Engineers
ATL Annual Thermal Load, in TON/year
ELS Equipment lifespan, in years
ghca Hydroelectric generation–water consumption per kWh hydroelectric, in L/kWh
gnca Nuclear generation–water consumption per nuclear kWh, in L/kWh
goca Generation from other sources (renewable)–water consumption per kWh, in L/kWh
gtca Coal and oil thermoelectric generation–water consumption per thermoelectric kWh, in L/kWh
gtgnca Thermoelectric generation natural gas–water consumption per thermoelectric kWh, in L/kWh
GWP Global Warming Potential
HVAC Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning
IEA International Energy Agency
IPLV Integrated Part Load Value
LAG Liters of water per kWh generated in the country, in L/kWh
LEED Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
NPLV Non-standard part load value, in kW/TON
RRW Region-specific flow rate of water, in m3/kW generated
TEWI Total Equivalent Warming Impact
TON Tons of Refrigeration (1 TON = 3.5 kW)
TWI Total Water Impact, in m3

UNESCO United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
USA United States of America
WUTR Water used by TON, in m3/TON of evaporation, drag and purge
WWF Worldwide Fund for Nature
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